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MSU Housing Shortages
Addressed By New Director

Party of 200 Crashed
Back-To-School Party In North Caldwell Is Disassembled By Cops

Doug McIntyre
Chief Copy Editor

The new director of the Office of
Residential Education and Services
at Montclair State University hopes
to get the overabundance of stu
dents seeking housing into campus
residences by the spring semester.
Susanne Ferrin, first hired as
the Coordinator of Student Conduct
in the office of the Dean of Students
on Aug. 1, 2005, was promoted to
Director of Residential Education
and Services on July 10 this sum
mer.
Ferrin was approached for the
position because she had worked
closely with residents.
“I supervised the case loads for
the residence hall directors,” she
said. “Working with resident stu
dents was about 75 percent of my
job.”
Some students blame the hous
ing difficulties on the introduction
of the online housing system, put
into place to serve the students
better than before. Ferrin said
most colleges have used an online
housing sign-up process for several
years.
She would like to improve the
system by elim inating glitches. One
glitch last spring occurred when on
a sign-up day, students using the

system couldn’t register.
“It created anxiety,” she said.
Other flaws were realized after
students moved in. Sophomore
English major K atie Kennedy
signed up with four friends for a
suite in Webster. All five of them
were placed in the rooms they
signed up for, but had been shuffled
into a different configuration. They
will be applying for a room change
to correct the error.
“There needs to be a better out
reach to students to get them the
information,” Ferrin said. “Some
students didn’t follow through after
placing their housing deposit, and
didn’t know what they had to do to
sign up for housing.”
Giovanni Palumbo, a junior
English major, paid his housing
deposit on time, but didn’t spec
ify a roommate. Palumbo said,
“I thought th at if someone didn’t
choose a particular building, one
would be automatically assigned.”
He also thought his scholarship to
Montclair guaranteed him hous
ing.
Students with a hold on their
account got locked out of housing.
There are a number of reasons why
160 students were on a housing
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Shayna Jacobs
News Editor

A “back-to-school” party with
200 attendees at a house on Henry
Avenue in North Caldwell, about
10 minutes from campus, resulted
in 128 underage drinking charg
es and distribution of alcohol to
minors against the tenants, when
an elderly neighbor reported distur
bances to the police, around 12 a.m.
on Sept. 4. Four of the six tenants
of the house are being charged with
underage consumption themselves
and they all face charges for dis
tributing alcohol to minors, as well
as town statute violations related
to the event.
2 Henry Ave. is unofficially
associated with the Men’s soccer
team and has been known to stu
dents as the “soccer house,” because
some past residents were soccer
players, although off-campus sites
with ties to campus organizations,
including fraternity houses, are not
sanctioned by the university.
Sheldon Wilson, 19, Matthew
Behen, 20, Nicholas Raspanti, 20,
Stephen Didio, 19, Dustin Smith,
21, and Craig Moran, 21, are the
current tenants, whose lease began
in June. They said th at they did not
move in until August, and th at this
was the first party they’d thrown

P eter scn a u s I The M ontclarion

2 Henry Avenue in North Caldwell was the site of a party with over 200
people in attendance early Monday morning on Sept. 4.

since living there. The six juniors
became friends at MSU.
"Two police patrol cars from
North Caldwell responded, with aid
from nine other jurisdictions. In
total, 30 officers handled the raid.
Complaints about the house
were made 40 times in 2005 and 35
times in 2006, thus far. The esti
m ate includes parking disputes.
“We get sent there more often

than any other house in town,”
said Capt. Steve Gallagher of the
North Caldwell Police Department.
“When they got to the house, there
was wall-to-wall people and the ser
geant could tell most were under
age.”
The group was escorted onto

“PARTY” CONTINUED ON P. 3

9/11 Service Draws Campus Community Outside Student Center
ing at the Student Center flag pole
to remember the victims who, perished on the 9/11 attacks five years
On Monday, Sept. 11, the ago. The Flag of Honor, a memorial
Campus M inistry Council held a flag displayed on the anniversary
memorial service and a flag view- th at bears the victims’ names, was
Cristina Pinzón
S ta ff Writer

raised as a symbol of tribute and
was donated by Rose Wesolowski,
C areer Development Program
A ssistant. The service featured
bible readings, personal accounts,
poems and musical performances.

Observers reflect on 9/11 at a fifth anniversary ceremony held on campus sponsored by the tam pus'lM hí¡stry>
•
Council.______________
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During the memorial, staff and
students of the University shared
words of hope and encouragment
Father Albert J. Berner, chair
of the Campus M inistry Council
Catholic Center, prayed for safety
and peace while K ara Morillo from
the Chi Alpha C hristian Fellowship
explained how she felt five years
ago.
“I remember being a junior and
once everyone realized what was
happening, I felt confused and
angry,” she said. “Everyone was
reacting.”
Those who attended the commemoration shared a commonality;
the gratitude they have embraced
for those who risked their fives th at
day. Jam es H arris, Associate Dean
for Student Development, remembered how students were in disbefief When the towers were hit. He
commented, “We have to look upon
each other because we all have one
common interest and goal.”
Feelings ofconfusion and despair
were expressed, as the “War on
Terror” shadows the sentiment of
QT

.,

from the ^ a l 0ffice> Monday at 9

MSU groups like the Chi p.m.

O p in io n : 15
:

Alpha C hristian Fellowship and
the Campus M inistry Council help
students deal with grief and loss.
An annual interface meeting called
Peace Week was created to stand
up for am nity rather than violence.
These groups were represented at
the service,
Upon the commencement of the
ceremony, observers were invited
view the flag in detail,
Elsewhere w ithin the region,
communities gathered to pay their
respects in various ways. At the
Montclair A rt Museum, a memorial
exhibit was developed for the occasion.
President Bush and F irst Lady
Bush visited Ground Zero for prayer
and a ceremony. Former President
Bill Clinton spoke in Bayonne at
the unveiling of a monument that
rests across the river from Lower
M anhattan,
State representatives joined him
as he reiterated the importance of
locating and disabling all involved
with the terrorist attacks. Bush
gave a televised national address,
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The Police
Report:

MSU Campus Calendar
THURSDAY 14

Commandeer MSU's Campus

Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00

MONDAY 18

NPHC: Cookout, Blanton Quad,
3 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Thefts and Harassments

AD Rates
On-campus

Intramural Sports Entry
Meeting, SC Commuter Lng,

Off-campus

8 p.m.

Broadway Play Trip: “Drowsy
Chaperone,” RH Diner, 6 p.m.

Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00

ISO: International Mixture
Mixer, SC Ballrooms, 8 p.m.

ASSIST: Coffeehouse, SC Ratt,
9 p.m.

Classifieds

TUESDAY 19
9/1/06 - A student reported the theft of
her ATM card at the University Bookstore,
and it was used unauthorized in the
township of Montclair. This case is under
investigation.
9/2/06 - A student reported being
harassed through myspace.com by a non
student. No charges were filed.
9/4/06 - A student reported the theft of a
parking decal from his unlocked vehicle
while parked in the NJ Transit parking
deck. This case is under investigation.
9/4/06 - A police officer on patrol report
ed the theft of a stop sign on Carlisle
Road. This case is under investigation.
9/5/06 - Two students reported the theft
of a computer, money, a purse and iden
tification from their locked residence in
Blanton Hall. This case is under investiga
tion.
9/6/06 - A student reported being
harassed by another student while in
College Hall. No charges were filed.
9/7/06 - A student reported the theft of
a brown suede messenger bag that was
later recovered with no items missing.
9/7/06 - A student reported the theft of a
hangtag from their vehicle after leaving
their window open in lot 23. This case is
under investigation.
9/7/06 - A student reported being
harassed by another student while on
line in the Student Center cafeteria. No
charges were filed.
9/7/06 - A professor reported the theft of
a data projector out of the speech build
ing. This case is under investigation.
9/8/06 - A student reported the theft of
clothing from a Blanton Hall laundry
room. This case is under investigation.
9/10/06 - Students Jadyn Spoto, Lindsay
Ichinco, Jill Vanderlinden, Joshua
Anderson, Jennifer Bennett and Sean
Doherty were charged with underage
drinking while in Clove Road Apartment
#209B. The residents of the apartment,
Evan Martino and Ryan Coltelli, were
both charged with serving alcoholic
beverages to a minor. All individuals are
awaiting Little Falls Court.
9/10/06 - A student reported the theft
of her three bookbags while at the
University Hall computer lab. One has
been recovered. This case is under inves
tigation.
9/11/06 - A student reported the theft of
her hangtag from her unlocked car while
parked in lot 25. This case is under inves
tigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

FRIDAY 15
Class of 2010 Welcome
Ceremony, SC, 12 p.m.

Women’s Center: Open House,
SC 420,2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

MSU’s 98th Birthday
Celebration!, SC Quad, 1 p.m.

HSA: Date Auction, SC Dining
Room, 8:30 p.m.

Call 973-655-5237
For More Information
Advertising Policy
The Morrtdarion w ill not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Campus Rec: “Just Play” Open
Volleyball, Panzer Gym, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY 16
ELLC Retreat, Off Campus, All
Day

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
Morrtdarion is the Monday
of the week of publication.

LASO: Cafe Con Leche, SC
Ratt, 8 p.m.

Men’s Soccer, Sprague Field,
7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY 20
Activities Fair, SC Quad,
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

SUNDAY 17
Citizenship Day

Field Hockey, Sprague Field,
7 p.m.

Movie Night: “Pirates of The
Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest,”
SC Ballrooms, 8 p.m.

Local News

Up to 30 words — $10.00

Talk Like A Pirate Day

Japan Club: Anime Night, SC
Commuter Lng, 8 p.m.

In last week's story, "Crime
Plagues SC A nnex Over
Sum m er," WMSC's General
ManagerW alterSoto-Llbman's
name was misspelled.

Billing
The M ontdarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts.are referred to an outside
collection._______________________
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ESSEX - More than 100 federal
agents and local police officers
fanned out across Essex County
this morning, arresting 22 sus
pected leaders and members of
the violent Crips street gang,
authorities said.
The suspects were arrested
in Newark, Irvington and East
Orange and face charges rang
ing from drug distribution to
the sale of assault weapons,
according to FBI spokesman
Steve Siegel.
The suspects were tran s
ferred to FBI headquarters

in Newark for processing and
are scheduled to appear before
a federal m agistrate judge at
noon.
NEWARK - ' Seton H all
University is holding a memorial
service at 7:00 tonight for Sister
Rose Thering, the Catholic mm
who devoted her life to improv
ing relations between Christians
and Jews.
The service will be held at
the Cathedral Basilica of the
Sacred H eart, located at 89
Ridge St. in Newark.

National News
DALTON, IL - An apparent rob
bery attem pt-tum ed-hostage
situation ended after about
three horns Wednesday with
no injuries, but authorities said
they were still searching for a
gunman.
Police entered the Heritage
Community Bank in the
Chicago suburb of Dolton and
found two employees uninjured
in the bank’s downstairs bath
room, said Police Chief Elton
McClendon.
They cleared the building
after an initial search, but did
not find anyone with a gun,

NEWARK - Former New Jersey
Gov. Jam es E. McGreevey
revealed during an interview
with Oprah Winfrey th at he

had an affair with the man who
would become a central figure
in his downfall while his wife
was hospitalized after the birth
of their child, according to audi
ence members who spoke to the
Associated Press.
The nation’s first openly
gay governor told Winfrey he
believed he was in love with
the man, said two audience
members who agreed to sjjeak
only on condition of anonym
ity because the talk show host
asked them not to divulge the
contents of the broadcast. .

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

McClendon said.
Four to five customers and
employees were able to escape
when the incident started,
Dolton village spokesman Sean
Howard said.
LOS ANGELES, CA - Whitney
Houston has filed for divorce
from her husband Bobby Brown,
her publicist told The Associated
Press on Wednesday.
Publicist Nancy Seltzer
declined to reveal where or
when Houston filed the divorce
papers, and said the singer had
no statem ent to make.

International News
MONTREAL - At least four peo
ple are dead and 13 more wound
ed after a Wednesday shooting
at Dawson College in downtown
Montreal, police said.
A recorded message at the
college adm inistration office
said two gunmen were killed,
but police would confirm only
one dead shooter.
One of the gunmen was shot
by police, the message said.
Eight students were critically
wounded, police said.
The shots were random
ly fired in the cafeteria and

She began working at Seton
Hall University in 1968, start
ing an educational outreach pro
gram.
Her life’s work was chron
icled in a 2004 film “Sister
Rose’s Passion,” which won a
best documentary short award
at the Tribeca Film Festival
and earned an Academy Award
nomination in 2005.

“I can ju st confirm th at she
has filed for divorce,” Seltzer
said.
Houston and Brown married
in 1992 and rumors of their
breakup have surfaced often
over the years.
The couple have one child,
a 13-year-old daughter, Bobbi
Kristina.
CASTAIC, CA - Firefighters
struggled early Wednesday
to prevent a fire th at charred
nearly 39 square miles of brush
from crossing Interstate 5,
which would force authorities to

again shut down traffic on one
of California’s busiest freeways.
The fire, which was sparked
on Labor Day by someone burn
ing debris in a remote area,
burned 24,943 acres and was
25 percent contained, said Ed
Linquist, a spokesman for thé
U.S. Forest Service.
It was burning in the Los
Padres National Forest and
the adjoining Angeles National
Forest.
No one has been injured and
no large structures have been
burned.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

atrium , and students said they
didn’t think anyone was ta r
geted, said reporter Genevieve
Beauchemin with the television
station CFCF.
BAHAMAS - The death of Anna
Nicole Smith’s 20-year-old son
was termed “suspicious” by the
coroner’s office Wednesday, and
a formal inquiry th at could lead
to criminal charges has been
scheduled.
Authorities said at least one
other person was in the hospital
room when Daniel Wayne Smith

died Sunday while visiting his
mother, a reality TV star and
former Playboy playmate, three
days after she gave birth to a
baby girl.
The person was not a member
of the hospital staff, Reginald
Ferguson, assistant commis
sioner of the Royal Bahamian
Police Force, told The Associated
Press.
NEW YORK - El Nino, an
extreme warm ing of equa
torial waters in the Pacific
Ocean th at wreaks havoc with

world weather conditions, has
formed and will last into 2007,
the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric A dm inistration
said Wednesday.
El Niño has already helped
make the Atlantic hurricane
season milder than expected,
said a NOAA forecaster.
“The weak El Niño is helping
to explain why the hurricane
season is less than we expected.
El Niños tend to suppress hur
ricane activity in the Atlantic,”
said Gerry Bell, a hurricane
forecaster for NOAA.
«
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PARTY
CONTINUED FROM P 1

the lawn and divided by age. For those
without identification, their information was
recorded. Guests over 21 were free to leave.
Minors were transported to another location
and released to parents or sober rides.
“To the Dean of Students, we apologize for
giving Montclair a bad name,” said Didio, the
only tenant who wished to be quoted during
the interview. “We’re sorry to the neighbor
hood. We didn’t expect so many people.”
Wilson and Behen are former soccer play
ers and were released from the team after
last season.
“They were let go way prior to the inci
dent for in-house reasons,” said Men’s Soccer
Coach Brian Sentowski. “They were not part
of this team going into the season.”
Sentowski also said th at some of his
former players had lived there, but th at past
residents included other athletes and non
athlete students.
Marjorie Pellegrino, 89, has lived on
Henry Ave. for 50 years. She said she had no
idea about the incident until days later, even
though she was awake until about 1 a.m.
“They don’t bother me,” said Pellegrino.
“The only thing is the parking, and if I had
to get out, I could always get out because they
weren’t in or blocking my driveway.”
The Star-Ledger and N ew York Post
declared 2 Henry Ave. an “Animal House” in
their coverage.
Dr. Karen Pennington is the Vice President
for Student Development and Campus Life.
She said the event sends the wrong public
message about MSU students.

“Students should use their common sense,”
she added. “Any situation th at might cause
them difficulty should be avoided, or a t least
be well-thought out, so th at they understand
and are ready to accept any consequences
th at might befall them. For example, if you
are underage and attend a gathering as large
as this one in a residential community, you
should expect th at the police will be called
and th at you will face arrest.”
The first month of each semester is Rush
for Greek organizations, where new recruit
ments are sought out. Numerous fraternities
and sororities lease houses.
Hayden Greene, Greek Advisor, said th at
when his office receives complaints about
houses associated w ith M ontclair State
Greek organizations, they are directed to
their local authorities because MSU has no
authoritative jurisdiction over locations offcampus.
“MSU does not sanction or recognize off
campus Greek housing and neither do any of
the national offices of our national organiza
tion,” said Greene.
The six tenants have been approached by
various news organizations since the inci
dent, and are being represented by the same
attorney.
“We weren’t out to cause trouble,” said
Didio. “It ju st got blown up out of proportion.
There were no fights and nothing got broken
or stolen in the house.”
Capt. Gallagher said the town is address
ing issues regarding the landlord’s “contin
ued inspections of building and fire code
violations.”
He estim ates th at MSU students began
renting the property three or four years ago,
when the previous tenants, who were diplo
m ats from the United Nations, moved out:

la ir
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HOUSING
CONTINUED FROM R 1

waiting list at the beginning of the semes
ter.
Junior Classics major Courtney Rose
found th at one of her roommates had a pre
viously unknown hold on her account. Her
friend had a problem with the bursar’s office,
which had applied her housing application
fee to the wrong semester.
Rose and two friends signed up for a space
in Alice Paul H all with three openings. Over
the summer, the final spot in the four-person
apartm ent opened up, and Rose and her
friends worked with the residence office to
get the final girl into the apartm ent with
them.
As housing sign-ups were coming in, it
was clear th at the waiting list numbers
would be large. According to the director,
the number of students on the waiting list is
changing daily as spots are available and list
others are placed.
Priority was given to first-year students
who had paid their housing application fee
by May 1. This was a decision of the univer
sity’s adm inistration, rather than one from
Residential Education and Services itself.
Last month, they put in efforts to cre
ate more spaces by asking residents in the
Village if they would make their double
rooms into triples for a lower cost. This
would free space in the traditional residence
halls for freshmen.
Residents of the Village were contacted
through e-mail and phone calls. “Not many
people were willing to triple,” Ferrin said.
“Less than five, probably.”
Also, the Village residence requirement
was lowered this semester from 60 credits to
50, so more students could be housed there.
Current spaces in the Village are now filled.
One new Village resident is transfer

www.themontclarion.org
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Business major Melissa Revesz. She signed
up with preference for Russ Hall, only to find
out she was placed into Alice Paul.
Priority after first-year students was
given to upperclassmen based on the date
they paid their application fee. Those who
paid on or before March 1 were given first
priority, in order of distance to the school.
“We went on a case-by-case basis,” Ferrin
said. Students who lived a considerable dis
tance to the campus were accommodated as
quickly as possible. “There are always excep
tions,” she said. The system was no different
from the way thè waiting list was handled
last year.
During housing sign-ups, students were
led to believe the hotels would not be an
option. It soon became clear more housing
was necessary.
The Wellesley Inn at Clifton was selected
first, housing upper-class students from the
waiting list. There is no shuttle scheduled
to ru n to the Clifton location. Only students
who owned cars were given the spaces, and
given a free perm it to park in the Transit
deck. They were contacted by the Office
of Residential Education and Services, and
given the opportunity to tu rn the offer down
and rem ain on the waiting list.
The Fairfield Wellesley Inn was lat$r
opened for freshmen, mostly males. There
was a shuttle arranged to run to the Fairfield
location for the new students.
A double in the hotel locations costs $3,750
each semester. Comparably, the traditional
residence halls cost $2,845 per semester,
with Russ Hall at $2,999 per semester.
There are currently about 200 students in
the hotels at this time. After students were
placed in the hotels, there were about 160
students on the waiting list, Ferrin said.
The eventual goal is to move all residents
from the Fairfield location into campus hous
ing. According to Ferrin, the office would
prefer not to keep m aintaining the space.

“I hope to help students
get through their
experience living in the
residence halls.”
Susanne Ferrin
Director of Residential Education and Services

“It’s not cheap to keep people there.” Five
students have been moved onto campus since
last week.
The new director would like to avoid hous
ing freshmen in the hotels next year. She
would like to provide accommodations on
campus for as many students as possible.
The adm inistration knows of the problem.
According to Ferrin, MSU President Susan
Cole is advocating with lawmakers for new
housing.
Most of the students who did not get hous
ing have opted to commute to campus. Her
office made th at suggestion to freshmen for
their first semester, and to reapply for hous
ing for the spring semester.
One of these students is Palumbo, who
lives 40 minutes from campus and does not
Own a car. He relies on family and friends to
get him to campus for his classes and organi
zations.
Other options offered by the office were
locating residence nearby campus. “We talk
ed students through finding additional hous
ing off-campus,” said Ferrin, “but housing in
the surrounding area is expensive.”
“I’m not aware of anyone who couldn’t
return,” she said. One student who did
not return after not procuring housing was
Jackie Rees, who would have been a junior.
Rees attem pted to sign up for Clove Road
with her friend Angela Bowne, a junior biol

ogy major, and two of their male friends.
According to Bowne, the foursome was
informed th at the Office of Residential
Education and Services was attem pting
to make it harder for students to get co-ed
apartm ents.
“We had to tu rn in a paper form a
month before everyone else had to sign up
for housing,” Bowne said. Their application
was turned down when it turned out some
of the applicants had electronic holds on
their account when the form was turned
in.
Last year, there were a large number of
students who cancelled their housing, even
by late July. This year, a great deal fewer
have cancelled. Those who cancelled did
so after the office called them, checking
on students who had not yet registered for
enough credits for housing.
According to Ferrin, there is a new trend
in students attending N.J. state schools.
Incoming freshmen pay housing deposits
at a few schools and do not let them know
whether they will be attending the school.
Ferrin said th at housing sign-up system
needs to serve students better. She would
like to be able to track the students better
to find out if they are actually registered
for courses or whether have they paid what
they need to.
Ferrin would like to tighten the hous
ing processes and make the office more
user-friendly. While her main goal is to
create more of a community atmosphere
on campus, she never wants to lose sight of
keeping the facilities the best they can be.
She would like to see more programming in
the residence halls.
Ferrin said, “I hope to help students
grow through their experience living in the
residence halls.” She wants to see students
who live on campus because they want a
good college experience, not ju st because it
is convenient.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER
894 Valley Road
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043-2116
Vok»: 973-746-2323
Fax: 973-783-3313

Serving J (MONTCLAIR
« f STATE
M L l UNIVERSITY

SUNDAY MASS
Rev. Al Berner, Catholic Chaplain/Campus Minister

11:00 A.M. - RUSS HALL, KOPS LOUNGE
6:30 P.M. - NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER
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Students, faculty, adm inistrators, police and firefighters gathered by the flag pole next to the Student Center to commemorate the events of Sept. 11 on the fifth anniversary of the
tragic events.

Rave Wireless Wins MSU National Award
D avid Clarke
Sta ff Writer
Peggy H ealy
S ta ff Writer

The Jean Clery Top Campus Safely Award,
which honors one college or university annu
ally since 1994 for m aking a commitment
to campus safety was awarded to Montclair
State University an attribute to Montclair’s
Rave Wireless program, which was initiated
in Fall 2005 for first-tim e freshmen
A ceremony was held in the Student Center
Ballroom on Sept. 5, 2006 recognizing the
Rave Wireless Guardian Function, as well as
the Sexual Assault Response Team (SART)
and the Center of Non-Violence Prevention
Programs: Students Against Violence, which
has ju st been chartered last spring semes
ter.
Fall 2005 freshm an received the manda
tory new Rave Wireless Mobile Phone. MSU
was the first school to institute such a phone.
The phone is the first of its kind th at has a
GPS-based safety application, which tracks
the location of students who have the fea
ture.
Director of the Center of Non-Violence
Prevention Programs, Jhon H. Velasco stat
ed, “We are the only ones who have all of
these resources on campus.”
“We are all about education and want
to give the power back to the victims. Rave
adds th at next level so students can take it
to another level and use it to their benefit.”
Velasco went on about Montclair’s Sexual
Assault Response Team, “Montclair is one
out of the only five schools in the country to
have a team trained and committed to assist
assault victims.”
Not all students are enthusiastic about
Rave Wireless, such as freshm an Amanda
Lotto. “Say someone attacks me. Rave pro
tects the phone, not me.”

When asked, Sergeant Rieran B arrett
of University Police responded, “The RAVE
phone has a feature called Mobile Guardian;
it does not replace 5222 or 911. The Mobile
Guardian feature is an extra feature on the
phone th at allows for mobile GPS tracking.”
Vice President of Rave M arketing Todd
Piett stated, “The usage scenarios aré a lot
different th an calling 911.” Students are able
to voluntarily activate a tim er on the cell
phone device. When the tim er goes off and is
not deactivated it will send an alarm to the
campus police.
Piett went on, “Most problems are ran
dom. This device puts a distinct time stamp
on an event. All of your information is sent to
the police, such as your location, profile infor
mation, picture, dorm room, all th at wouldn’t
normally go over to a 911 call.”
The university has ju st instituted this
monitoring service in the past week. “Ju st
under 4,000 students currently have Rave
Phones at Montclair. Over the past week, the
alarm actually went on five or six tim es a
night” said Piett.
Last year, incoming freshmen were not
charged for the base plan during the fall
semester. This year, there is a base plan
for $31 a month, $186 for every six months.
Sophomore Jennifer Lepkoski doesn’t feel the
phone is necessary, stating, “If I don’t feel
safe, I know th at all cell phones are emer
gency 911 carriers, I have Blackboard on my
computer, and I don't think the shuttle GPS
was too accurate. If you already have a cell
phone, don't bother.”
While dissenting student voices are grow
ing louder, it doesn’t seem to be discourag
ing Rave. The company is currently'work
ing with 18 other colleges and universities •
nationwide, while reaching out this year to
100 other schools.

pnoto co u rtesy of unww.montclatr.edu

A student uses Rave W ireless technology on campus, which contains a GPS
system that tracks the phone’s whereabouts.
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This Is Not
Grade 13
Rob G ilb ert, Ph. D.
Department o f Exercise Science and Physical
Education

courtesy of kred923.com

Do you remember Jared Fogle? He was
the Indiana University student who went
from weighing over 400 pounds to under 200
pounds in less than a year by eating Subway
sandwiches. In order to lose this tremendous
amount of weight, Jared not only had to
make dramatic changes in his diet, but he
also had to make dramatic changes in his
mind! When he weighed 400 pounds, he had to
start thinking like a 200-pounder.
What’s this have to do with you? Here’s
the point: Who’s making the decisions in your
life — the person you are or the person you
want to be?
This past summer, when MSU President
Susan Cole spoke at the New Student
Orientation sessions, she advised, "This is
not Grade 13. College is not different from
high school — college is completely different
from high school.”
To be successful in college, you can’t let
the person you were in high school make your
decisions — remember, this is NOT Grade
13! Be careful. You also can’t let the person
you are right now make your decisions. To
be successful in college, you have to let your
decisions be made by th%person you want to
become. For example, if you want to be a doc
tor, you need to have th at “doctor within you”
decide if you should go to class and how much
you should study. You need to start thinking
and acting like th at future doctor.
If you want to become a pro football
player, you need to have th at NFL player
who’s inside you make the decision about
how intensely and how frequently you should
work out. You need to start thinking and act
ing like th at future pro.
If you want to become a university profes
sor, you need to have th at “inner Ph.D.” make
the decisions about your education. You need
to start thinking and acting like th at future
scholar.

a.
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One Editor Investigates What M akes A Woman A “Slut”?
Koren Frankfort
Managing Editor

In today’s world, women often assign titles
to each other th at are degrading, like slut,
whore, the “C” word, etc. These titles are
hurtful and relate to a woman’s sexual prac
tices with men, but they aren’t often placed
upon women by men unless you make a man
angry or if he is a jerk. It’s been a long time
since the days of Hester Piynn.
I asked myself) what do women know?
Why would what another woman thinks
be relevant to anything th at has to do with
another woman’s sex life, and why does
sexual practice tie in so closely to a woman’s
character? After all, men are more inclined
to have a “moment of weakness” than a
woman; it’s more like a life of weakness when
it comes to sex - let’s be honest.
In these questions, I thought it would be
fun to walk around Montclair over the sum
mer to get an idea of what a slut is in the
eyes of men. I wanted to know what quali
fies a woman as a slut, if there’s a formula.
For instance, if a woman exceeds a certain
amount of partners per year, starting from
the date of lost virginity, would th at make her
a slut, and what is the number?
My first stop was the local skateboard
shop; I thought th at would be an interesting

start because skateboarders often have the
never-grow-up, Peter Pan syndrome. I asked
Padrick, 19, the person who was r unning the
store, what he thought made a girl a slut. He
replied th at he felt th at all girls were sluts.
I was amazed because th at is a word with
negative connotations and only negative con
notations. When Pad elaborated, he explained
th at he likes sluts and th at he feels th at all

men love sluts. Amazed, I asked whether
men respect sluts. His answer was depen
dant on the manner in which the girls were
sluts.
To Pad, if a girl was to have sex with mul
tiple people in a circle of friends, then she is
a “dirty slut,” whereas if she was to act with
S E E ‘SLU T’ ON P. 7

Sum m er In Peru Teaches More About Life Than Death

PROBLEM: Hanging around with people
who still have that “Grade 13” mentality, is
going to make it even more difficult for you
to think and act like th at person you want
to be.
Jessica Sproviero I The Montclarion

WHAT CAN YOU DO STARTING RIGHT
NOW? Former Montclair State basketball
coach Ollie Gelston had only one rule for his
players: “Be a t the right place at the right
time and do the right thing.”
It's the same for you. If you follow Coach
Gelston’s rule, you’ll experience tremendous
success in your career at Montclair State.
Whenever you’re confused about the “right
place,” or the “right time” or the “right thing”
— make sure to have your choices made by
the person you want to be — not by the per
son you are.
Remember: “This is not Grade 13.”
Welcome to a new semester! To start your day
in a motivated way, call Dr. Gilbert’s Success
Hotline at (973) 743-4690. Inspirational mes
sages are available 24/7/365. New messages
are recorded every morning at 7:30.

Jessica Sproviero
Graphics Editor

Excitement, anxiety and confusion flood
your senses all at once. There is nothing like
the experience of walking off a plane into a
foreign country where you do not speak the
language for the first time. This was how my
adventure in Peru began over the summer.
As an Anthropology student attending
Montclair State, I found it disheartening
when they disposed of both Archaeology field
schools previously offered. Forced to look
elsewhere, I researched my other options.
Plenty of schools th at offer study abroad
programs welcome students from around the
country. I found a program that allowed me to
study Archaeology through the Metropolitan
State College of Denver. Only about half the

students were from Colorado.
Everyone met in the Lima Airport; some
had been there days already. From there we
took another flight to Trujillo. My 28 hours
of traveling would not end there; we had an
hour-long bus ride out to the “city” of Chao.
Chao is a developing city of one, two and
some three-floor adobe brick buildings. The
streets are unpaved, dogs run in packs and
you cannot drink water from the tap. This is
an unsettling site for the undergrad th at has
never really .had the chance to see anything
different from the prosperity of the United
States. A few people had no idea what they
were getting into.
It is naive to think th at English is spoken
everywhere. I knew it was going to be an
issue for me because I had never taken a
Spanish class. Even the students who had

taken Spanish found some difficulty because
the dialects differ from what most people are
taught in general classes. Constant expo
sure to a language for six weeks will give you
more than enough opportunities to practice
and learn.
Fast food does not really exist in Peru. Of
course, there was the Dnnkin Donuts in the
Lima Airport, but after that there was not a
McDonald’s to be seen for hundreds of miles.
You had to travel to the large cities for a
supermarket that stocks delicious processed
food you still have to prepare on your own. A
Restaurant two blocks away from our house
prepared meals during the work week. You
really have to conquer any fears about food.
Vegetarians did not fare well; eggs, chicken
S E E ‘P ER U ’ ON P. 9
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Ju stin e Burke
Sta ff Writer

ily, she has a piano player, another violinist,
arid every single one of them is a singer
Georgi’s platform, “Living with Asthma—
Advocacy, Education and Response,” has been
part of her life long before Miss America
came around. A harsh asthm atic, Georgi was
home-schooled nearly all of her life because
of complications with the form of her asthma.
“My platform chose me more than I chose it,”
Georgine said.
This year, Miss America has a brand-new
tw ist to it. Country Music Television, who
televised The Miss America Pageant for the
first time last year, has turned the competi
tion into a reality show. The 52 competitors
in the pageant became roommates on Sept.
3, in order to be filmed for the upcoming Miss
America series airing in January. Camera
crews will follow the state representatives
around while they pick their dresses, compete
and deal with living in a house full of women.
America will vote for their favorite girls in
order to choose which ones move ahead to the
top 15 for a shot at becoming Miss America

Eveiy little girl’s dream of being in the
Miss America pageant is coming true this
January for M ontclair State University
junior Georgine DiMaria. “Georgi,” a Lodi
native, has been competing in pageants since
she was 17, and has accomplished many
things since then. Georgi has held the titles of
Miss Bergen County, Miss Stars and Stripes
and, most recently, Miss All-State, as well as
placing in Top 10, Top 5, and being second
runner-up in past Miss New Jersey competi
tions. And she’s ready to go for the crown to
represent America at its best. “When you win
Miss America, you’re being hired for a job;
you’re an ambassador for the U.S., not ju st a
pageant winner,” said Georgine. She’s got the
right idea.
Georgine is a m ulti-talented woman, tak
ing home the preliminary awards for talent

“When you win Miss
America, you’re being
hired for a job; you’re an
ambassador for the U.S.,
oot just a pagent winner.”
G eorgine DiM aria
This Year's Miss New Jersey and Miss America
Contestant
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2007.
Despite the glamour and glitz of being
Miss New Jersey, Georgi is ju st a typical girl.
“She’s like everyone’s best friend who lives
next door. Georgine is best described as a gen
uine person,” said the host of this year’s Miss
New Jersey pageant, John Zisa. She’s made it
her mission to become known in New Jersey
and has kept her promise thus far. Georgi has
been making visits and appearances all over
the Garden State, while keeping up her com
munity service projects and promoting her
platform.
Montclair students are ju st as psyched
as Georgine is to be in this pageant. “I think
we should be proud of her for going for
her dreams,” said sophomore business major
Amber Turner. “We’re all going to be voting
for her January!” While Georgi has her work
cut out for her next year, she plans on fin
ishing college and then going to law school,
making her the fouth generation of lawyers
in the DiMaria family. Miss America is a
scholarship competition anyway, after all.

After four short years of competing in
pagents, Georgine wins the M iss New
Jersey crown as seen here.

and evening gown this year. She performed
a classical music piece on the violin during
the talent competition, blowing away the
audience as the only violinist in the pageant.
Georgi is no stranger to the stage, and is an
singer, actress and dancer. Her family is deep
ly rooted in music and in her immediate fam

;

Zach Braff
Jacinda Barrett
courtesy of missnewjersey.info

Rachel Bilson
with Blythe Danner
and Tom Wilkinson

The
Last
Kiss
W e all m ake choices.
W hat5
s yours?
From the writer of
“Million Dollar Baby”
and co-writer of “Crash”
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Here, Georgine poses with the other four runners-up after her crowning as M iss
New Jersey. She will represent New Jersey in the M iss America Competition.

SLUT
CONTINUED FROM P 6

discretion, then that’s fine. “Girls have needs
too, and men want to fill those needs. Me
especially.” Though I was appalled to hear a
man label every member of my gender a slut,
I understood th at his terminology was ju st a
sloppy reassignment of connotation.
Darrin, 22, another skate shop employee,
explained th at he too felt th at what makes
a girl “grimy” or “nasty” is the double dip
ping in social circles. It will qualify a girl as
a slut in the negative light. “But men love
sluts; bring ‘em on.” I then asked the same
question: if men respected sluts. He replied,
“Well, if I didn’t respect a girl for having sex
with me, what would th at say about how I
see myself?” Like Pad, to Darrin, it is more
about discretion as well.
After laughing myself to death at the lost
boy exploits, I continued on my journey to
define slut in the eyes of men. I asked my
brother, Big Will, what he thought. “All men
are whores, why would we judge girls for it?”
He added, “I mean, if girls use discretion and
are careful with health and don’t blow the
battalion, then it’s ok, as long as they’re not
spreading social diseases.”
I was curious about the topic of care. I
asked if the word “careful” also encompassed
caring about the feelings of the other person.
“Not necessarily.” He explained th at a lot
of men lie, cheat, steal and so-on, to have

sex, so there is lenience. “Cheating is wrong
because it’s wrong. It doesn’t make you a slut,
it makes you a bitch.”
I became frustrated at the theme of men
not placing any connotation onto the word
slut. The evidence shows th at women assign
these titles to each other regarding the way
we interact with men, but men want nothing
to do w ith th at negativity.
My friend Jose, a raging intellect, said
th at he thinks the word slut is silly and that
people have sex because it’s a biological need
th at varies from person to person. “What
makes any act right or wrong, whether it is
sexual or nonsexual, is whether there is mal
ice behind it.” He added, “ W hether a man
has a problem with the amount of partners
you have depends on their insecurities and
u p b rin g in g ”

It seems to me th at “slut” is an abu
sive girl-on-girl phenomenon, th at the word
means nothing to men and th at the general
consensus, is that men ju st want women to
respect men’s or women’s bodies and be kind.
That’s true of how women feel towards men.
Furthermore, when a man calls a woman
a slut, it is probably because he knows the
woman will be hurt by it because of the
meaning we, as women, assigned to the word.
So ladies, if we stop insulting each other, we
will minimize the ability of men to hurt us.

Nobody dreams of
having multiple
1

uviC l Uu lu ♦
C O I D 1 * A C t C

Some dreams are universal: scoring a perfect
10 on your last attempt to win the Gold medal;
standing on the podium as the national anthem
fills the arena. Finding out that you have MS is
not one of them.
Multiple sclerosis is a devastating disease of
the central nervous system where the body's
immune system attacks the insulation sur
rounding the nerves. It strikes adults in the
prime of life - and changes lives forever.
This is why the National MS Society funds
more research, provides more services for
people with MS, and offers more professional
programs than any other MS organization in
the world. But we can't do it alone.
There are many ways you can get involved.
From taking part in the MS Walk or MS 150
Bike Tour, to making a donation or volunteering
your time, your participation brings us closer
to a cure.
To help make the dream of ending MS come
true, visit us online at national

society.org,

or call 1-800-FIGHT MS.

MS
¿2___ 1

NATIONAL
m u l t ip l e s c l e r o s is

SOCIETY
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Jackie W hite
MCTCampus

Watching old movies or scanning vintage
fashion magazines, you get the message that
college students had the tendency to dress
very much alike in the old days.
Sweaters and pearls starred in one era.
Blazers and preppy khakis ruled in another.
Plaid grunge once dominated. But times
change.
Today’s young scholars are more creative.
They may have many of the same items as
their dorm mates. They have the skinny
dark blue jeans, the message T-shirts, hooded
sweatshirts and puffy vests.
But do they want to look the same as their
roommates? Probably not.
They prefer to set themselves apart with
a little tweak. Making a statem ent is a pri
ority. They’ll mix unlikely layers and relish
juxtapositions, even when they draw raised
eyebrows.
“It’s very im portant for women to show
personal style,” says Gregg Andrews, Midwest
fashion director for Seattle-based Nordstrom
stores. Young women ¿ire wearing dresses
over pants, skirts and shorts over cropped
leggings and short jackets over long sweat
ers.
*
College men have the same yearning for
individuality. They like the “crumpled look,”
Andrews says.
“A guy will wear a hooded sweatshirt and
a puffy parka with shorts and thongs. They
love thongs. They wear them with everything.
But it should look as if it was picked up off
the dorm room floor.”
Even preppy and traditional pieces are
worn in unconventional ways. Polos are
popped over long-sleeved T-shirts. An argyle
sweater is paired with a swirling skirt.
Today’s students tend to have a casual

Jessica Sproviero I The Montclarion

attitude toward clothes, especially for class
and especially at the start of the school year.
M arshal Cohen, senior fashion analyst
for NPD, which tracks shopping trends, says
students may buy a new pair of jeans, but
because they start out with summer clothes,
they usually wait until later in the fall for
serious shopping.
“They don’t want to show up with stuff
th at was cool in Wisconsin but not in Chapel
Hill, N.C.,” Cohen says.
Evidence of the low-key approach can be
found in the school-oriented fashion media.

In July, Seventeen magazine was promot
ing Christina Aguilera’s cover shot for the
September issue, traditionally the back-toschool book.
At the same time, students are devoting
money to furnishing dorm rooms and apart
ments. College kids have returned to fashion,
Cohen says. For a time, they were spending
their money on electronics. But now it’s about
the dorm room, having the cool coffeemaker,
towels and pillows. “It’s all about style,” he
says.
In general fashion trends, young women

want to separate themselves from the guys.
They are wearing skirts, Cohen says, and leg
gings are a surprise hit. Pants in menswear
fabrics in a range of shapes—including wide
legs—are likely hits. And some women will
love the gauchos.
A shift in clothing proportion is making
the biggest news, says Patricia McCune, J.C.
Penney’s trend analyst for juniors. With leg
gings, high boots and skinny jeans, legs are a
new focal point. They are balanced by longer
tops and tunics often anchored by a wide belt.
Layers are also important.
“Ju st put layers upon layers,” McCune
says.
For women, short, shrunken jackets are
good basics th at can be dressed up or down.
For guys, the blazer will go from jeans to twill
trousers to shorts.
Accessories offer a good way for women
to explore personal style. Tall boots can be
paired with cropped pants or jeans, which
will be tucked into the tops, says Eurydice
Sanchez, J.C. Penney trend manager for
accessories and footwear. Short ankle boots
are getting attention from the fashion maga
zines. Platform shoes and ballet flats will go
with ankle jeans and miniskirts and tights.
Slouchy oversized handbags are every
where. Headbands are popular for both style
and convenience. Layered long bead neck
laces and pendants, including the dagger and
skull icons, are the jewelry of the moment.
But the one look likely to be an all-round
favorite for both sexes is the message Tshirt.
Some are inspired by music, Andrews
says, but guys are going for the gothic graph
ics such as the skull, angels, wings and
dragons. For women, they may be political or
celebrity—or status—oriented.
“It’s like wearing your personality,” Cohen
says.
Isn’t th at what it’s all about?

PERU
CONTINUED FROM P 6

and fish became their staples. There were
a few occasions where food starèd back, or
maybe you would find a kidney and a ribcage
in your soup. Coca-Cola is always readily
available all over the world, if you ever need
a reminder of home.
The last meal our group had together was
Cuy, spicy cold potatoes, rice and onions. Cuy
is guinea pig; a delicacy. My curiosity did not
get the better of me, as I was the only one to
pass it up. Tm told it’s similar to chicken in
texture, but it was slimy and there was not
enough meat on the bones. Another interest
ing and even popular food was Ceviche: raw
fish marinated in citrus and served fresh.
Even more distressing than some of the
meals was the water. Open irrigation chan
nels supplied all water in and around Chao.
You could see people, animals, and an array
of other objects in the streams at any time.
While we were lucky enough to have running
Water in our house, we did not have hot water.
We relied on the sun to heat up Sun Bags,
and with any luck you would corné in out of
the field to a warm shower. If you drank the
water, you would probably develop a bacte
Jessica Sproviero I The Montclarion rial infection, if you were lucky. Most people

came down stocked with antibiotics. The
more unlucky souls could develop things such
as intestinal worms. I find it easier to get sick
as soon as possible on trips like this, since
there is little chance you will get it twice.
What you suffer through builds character and
gives you a few good stories to tell when you
get back home.
Of course, there are other benefits than
coming into contact with completely different
cultures. Studying abroad looks great on a
resume or on an application to grad school. I
did not have time to do an internship, so Tm
relying on other activities to speak for me. I
had the opportunity to meet colleagues inter
ested in the same things I am. My network
of contacts has doubled since the summer.
I have a lot of good stories to tell from the
summer. I have a lot of new friends. People
always ask if I would do it again. Of course
I would; I plan to go again over this summer.
I cannot stress enough how important it is to
look outside of Montclair when your options
are limited and at the mercy of faculty poli
tics. I can only hope th at more people take,
their education into their own hands and
open themselves up to drastic changes.
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Som e K icky V ideo C lips To W atch In C lass
Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Color Me
Awkward

______ sp m a_____
co u rtesy of youtube.com

co u rtesy of youtuM LCom

co u rtesy of youtube.com

Search for Bea & Bock- Tamm’ On
A dip fjrpm a 1970s variety show where
Bea A rthur wears a sequined green house
coat and sings (with Rock Hudson no less)
about the trouble th at comes with freebasing
drugs while throwing back a Dirty M artini
and kicking up their legs.
Notable lyrics include “I remember a time
when a fella got depressed, he still got it off
his chest by simply callin’ on a preacher/Tell
it to his teacher/Coughin’ up a half a buck to
see a double feature/But now it’s pills and
now it’s pot, and now its poppers and God
knows what.” Basically, you can’t die of an
overdose without seeing these three minutes
and 23 seconds of classic TV history.

Search for Bonnie T yler-T otal Edipse of the
Sun
Bonnie Tyler’s been scorned. How does she
fight the pain of her own desperation? Does
she read He’s Just Not That Into You? Or does
she enlist the help of a few acrobatic ninjas,
billowy curtains, wayward doves and a few
aeronautic altar boys with glowing white eyes?
You’ll have to check it out to know for sure.

Search for Crispin Glover an David
Letterman
Crispin .Glover wears a brown
Halloween wig and platform shoes to
his first talk show interview, where
he uses the power of the medium to
combat the bad press around him. Fm
sure all you scorned Montclarions want
advice on how to do that.
The answer? Six words: Kick the
host in the head. David Letterman
has to stop the interview to ask Paul
Shaffer if this is the first time he’s ever
watched a person drown and die on
the air before walking off the set. P.S.,
if you ever wanted to watch the infa
mous Farrah Fawcett interview, it’s on
Youtube too, but it’s really lackluster,
especially compared with this clip.

c o u rte sy o f youtube.com

Search for: Japanese Aerobic TV Show
If you like multi-tasking as much as I
do, check out this video of a trio of Japanese
aerobics instructors on how to lose those extra
pounds and learn practical English for your
next trip to the States.
The workout isn’t particularly draining,seeing as many of the hip tw ists seem stolen
from a white suburban middle school’s Gospel
co u rtesy of youtube.com
number during their annual recital. But now
Search fan H e Office - Purses
I know how to ask a burglar to “Spare me my
One may find it gauche to watch a TV clip life!” and tell the police I was “robbed by two
on Youtube, but once you stumble upon your men” in Japanese, so all is not totally lost.
first Jim and Pam romantic montage set to a
Celine Dion song, you will be three hours late
for move-in because you stayed up the whole
night before watching them. There’s a bucket
j f
B
'
of them online because they are too cute for
,
words. But let us reveal their true essence
%
and charm in the scene where they convince
I n x ' >
their goofy co-worker to h it on the purse
salesgirl by buying one for him self

-jPfc

co u rtesy of youtube.com

Search for: The Trip Back PSA
This dip served as the inspiration for Jerri
Blank and Comedy Central’s Strangers with
Candy where she says th at her culture ju st
smoked marijuana, until they got “horse’’.
Florence’s story is definitely not enviable. She
can’t ju st smoke one stick of pot. She can’t
take one snort of “horse.” She can’t take one
needle of cocaine. After spending 17 years in
jail and enduring a labianectomy after being
thrown off a horse, hers is an example of a
path you definitely don’t want to follow. You’ll
put down the “horse” and “try to make it on
the street scene with the straights.”

co u rtesy of youtube.com

Search for: S tyx-M r Roboto
No, domo arigato to you, Dennis
DeYoung, for bringing us the most
ridiculous/amazing music video th at
mine eye has ever fallen upon during
the days Fve wasted surfing through
Youtube. Mr. Roboto was Styx’s first
single off their concept album Kilroy
Was Here. Think of it as their answer
to Pink Floyd’s The Wall, and what
th at concept album lacked, Styx makes
sure to deliver. Namely: dancing robots
and lots of star swipes. Enjoy.

.

Search for Carrie the Musical - Out for Blood
I have often asked myself the important
question: If it was the 1980s and I wanted to
do a Broadway musical version of Stephen
King’s horror novel Carrie, how would it look?
Thankfully, my question was answered in
a series of video dips detailing the extrava
ganza.
When I hear slaughter of a pig, I think the
only way th at topic could be covered is in a
disco-scored dance sequence where a girl in a
red leotard pulsates and throws her arms up
against a backdrop of strobe lights and a male
chorus in leather pants who gyrate behind her.
If your curiosity is piqued, also check out “In”
and “And Eve Was Weak,” which is the first
show tune to tackle the subject of a girl’s first
menstruation.
If Broadway ever wants to relive its days
of glory, the authors are going to have to use
lyrics as golden as “It’s a simple little gig/You
help me kill a pig/And then I’ve got some plans
for the blood.”

co u rtesy of tfllm .com

Search for Eat the Cupcake, Jill
In case you’ve been under a rock
for the past few years, Starting Over is
the NBC daytime reality series where
a group of damaged women get yet
another opportunity to “start over.”
Problems range from divorce to grief
but Jill suffers from an affliction for
worse: an addiction to cupcakes. She
splashes her cupcake addiction all over
Starting Over like she’s Tori Spelling
trying to get back at her mom in the
press. This is her first foce-to-foce con
frontation with said cupcakes. Will the
coping tools she’s learned from her life
coach help her overcome her obstacle
or will her inhibitions melt away like
a batch of undercooked Duncan Hines?
You’re going to have to go to iFilm.com
of this one to watch the riveting conclu
sion.

Peter Schaus
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Going to the gym isn’t always ju st
an ‘80s training montage where you
dramatically punch a ball while “Eye
of the Tiger” plays in the background.
In feet, there are times when it’s filled
with horror and torment, and th at time
happens to be Sundays at noon.
It’s almost impossible to find a free
machine. When you finally do, you are
often subjected to a red-headed cir
cuit trainer awkwardly pacing back and
forth behind you, asking you if you want
to work “in” with them. Sometimes, it
isn’t even th at there’s a circuit trainer
behind you, but someone else working
in the machine directly across from
you.
There’s an unspoken agreement at
the gym to avoid working out directly
facing the person across from you, as
mid-repetition eye contact falls some
where between elevator conversation
and in the spectrum of awkward public
situations.
You also know th at a workout
changes your personality during any
given gym visit. You could be doing the
Goddess workout a t Lucille Roberts and
suddenly turn into the Incredible Hulk,
threatening to break the skull of the
person who stole your pink decorative
scarf to wave around majestically.
You tear into th at protein bar like
you’re a starving soccer player who’s
ju st reverted to the cannibalism of your
teammates after your plane crashed in
the Andes. You become a crabby bunny.
With all this in mind, let’s go back in
time to the month of June 2006.1 was at
the end of a particularly rigorous work
out and had to be at work in an hour,
but there was still one machine I needed
to use. If you don’t do the shoulder press,
you might as well have thrown out the
whole entire Workout.
However, every time I went to go
use it, there was someone on it. At this
point, the crabby bunny inside started
to act up. I sat directly across from the
person cm the machine. I flicked my
fingers at him, clucked my tongue, gave
him the evil eye, and pretty much did
the whole shebang. If he hadn’t sur
rendered the machine then and, there,
I would’ve had to have hung him by his
underwear on the flag pole after school.
But after he gets up, I realize th at he
looks familiar. Fve definitely seen this
guy before. After a few minutes wonder
ing if he worked at the poultry farm
near my house, I figure it out: It was
Max Weinberg. From the Max Weinberg
7 on Late Night with Conan *0 Brien.
Drummer for Bruce Springsteen and
S E E ‘W EIN BERG ’ ON P. 1 4

ENTERTAINER OF THE W EEK: MAX WEINBERG

Youtube Kicks A Lot of Tush
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Wutang Truly Ain’t Nothin’ To F**k With

co u rtesy of m yspace.com

So hall Chaudry I The M ontclarlon

Famed rapper Cappadonna headlined the show to great acclaim while MSU’s own hip-hop
, artist lu st performed to mixed reviews with some finding her set “ lacking authenticity.”

co u rtesy of m yspace.com

Wutang’s Killah Priest reached the audience’s expectations for a good headlining set.

Koren Frankfort
Managing Editor

cerned, Mr. Dillz rose to the challenge with
great cantor, delivering bar after bar harder
than those found in prison cells. He stood
in a fresh jailbird orange Division East tee
with a lime green yarmulke representing his
Hebrew heritage in addition to proving that
an MC can be ill without being filled with
bullet holes and naming themselves after
pocket change. I was impressed with the art
ist in my first impression.
Following Dillz was MSU’s own Just who
I found to be unimpressive, unconvincing and
an artist who tries to hard to sell an image
th at is blurred by a lack of authenticity; that,
and her voice kept cracking - not good for a
battler. Her content wasn’t as wry and witty
as the others, lacking depth and perception;
her track, which had a hook pertaining to
bubble gum is as shallow as the Chicken
Noodle Soup song th at Harlem is currently
trying to live down.
Additionally, I felt as though she is anoth
er beautiful girl who thinks that’ll ju st get
her in the industry. This peeves me because

favorite artists, I felt the charge in the air,
the beats in my chest and the bass line in
my hips. It was the air th at only real hip hop
Class One Concerts came through for the could create.
MSU hip hop fans in their hosting of the
Kosha Dillz kicked off the show with DJ
concert held on Friday, Sept. 8. The concert, Ed Head. Though the man was relatively
held in the Student Center Ballroom, was a unknown, as far as mainstream fans are con
mixture of diverse talent and styles and was
generally impressive.
. The lineup was unreal, particularly when
placed in the glib surroundings and quality
of the SC Ballroom, including The Wutang’s
own Killah Priest and Cappadonna in addi
tion to some extremely talented up-and-comers.
As a singer/songwriter myself I felt mildly
embarrassed by the lack of red carpet roll
out for these artists who contributed to the
authentication of the genre in the eyes of the
music world; they put in their lumps already
- they earned good lighting and speakers
th at bump their beats properly in their formi
dable tenure; they participated in Triumph,
for God’s sake.
However, the blame cannot be attributed
to the organization, but rather to the stingi
ness on the part of the adm inistration with
the decent concert halls on campus like Life
Hall, to name one.
So hail Chaudry I The M ontclarlon
When I first stepped in, aside from my
A few students enjoy the hip-hop stylings from last Friday’s concert in the Student Center
anger at the context they placed some of my Ballroom.
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there appears to be talent beneath the sur
face, talent th at doesn’t show in the music.
My only recommendation would be to discuss
struggle, something real, because th at’s what
hip hop is about.
After the yawner, Remedy remedied and
reawakened my senses. He got the heads
bobbin’ again. There were a couple of break
dancers in the audience getting their twostep going, making Remedy th at dude who
did it because he could do it, rock the house.
Next was Killah Priest, the Wu represen
tative who isn’t anything if not classic. He
opened with 4th Chamber, he did the Gza’s
verse and did it justice. The Rza’s beats
coursed through my veins and the flow was
perfect, no crack in the voice, ju st a verbal
crack of the whip punishing anyone with
doubts. The priest was a pleasure on and ofF
stage, consistently exhibiting quick w it and
humor. My only gripe was the fact th at he
was playing out the MSU crew running the
show so intensely; what can they say to him,
he’s the man - no competition. They aren’t
paid and they aren’t professional, at least not
yet. I thought th at was in poor taste, even
though his gripes were totally justified. The
room was indeed poor quality.
Jojo Pelligrino, the self-proclaimed “hun
griest rapper in New York,” tore it down with
the raw unadulterated sound only true hip
hop connoisseurs would know about. His
voice was loud, clear and crisp like the air in
late November. It is no wonder that he was
on a Violator records compilation way back
when featuring Busta Rhymes. He’s got what
it takes. The man is famished; time for a
Snickers.
C Rayz Walz and Kosha Dillz graced and
re-graced the stage, throwing in some a capellas th at reverberated truth and skill through
the room. M atisyahu came through, too and
they stood together while M atisyahu brought
»in a Caribbean vibe th at got my Air Maxes
tapping.
Then the Don Juan of the evening graced
the stage. Cappadonna, along with two hype
men, dressed in fresh rogue gear and some
classic Reeboks, delivered socially conscious
a capellas and ridiculously live productions.
His onstage demeanor was so powerful, so
excellent, th at I forgave his off-color remarks
made in interview.
I made sure to shoot him smiles during his
performance to display my forgiveness. After
all, the man is absolutely the man. The skill
the man possesses is undeniable, but th at
goes for the whole of The Wu.
I was thrilled at the opportunity to see
the Wu representatives again as well as the
newcomers. The show was one of quality in
spite of the weaker elements. But, as any fan
knows, “Wutang Clan ain’t nothing to f**k
with.”
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David Clarke
Sta ff Writer

Every year, the television networks parade out new show after new show- each one put
through countless focus groups taking out the soul, which probably never existed in the first
place. However, each year there are usually three or four diamonds in the rough.
These shows manage to survive the art-crushing machines th at are network executives.
Sometimes they manage to survive (Seinfeld, Scrubs). Sometimes they don’t (Freaks and
Geeks, Arrested Development). And sometimes they can’t even get more than two episodes
(Clerks: The Cartoon).
What about this year? What should you waste away your life in front of for this upcoming
fall television season? Fortunately, The Montdarion is here to tell you what to think

Heroes (Mondays at 9 on NBC)
What’s it about? Average people wake up to the realization th at they have super powers.
Will it be good? With a combination of geek backing (Heroes was presented a t Comic Con 06),
and an ambitious marketing Campaign (showing the first episode on iTunes, as well as an
online comic) the show could very well become a hit. However, from the look of the commer
cials, the show will run at a snail’s pace. It looks like the kind of show th at unfolds little by
little, without the action th at makes superhero shows so interesting. Will viewers be patient,
or will Heroes suffer the same fate as the serials Surface or Invasion?

Studio 60 On tbe Sunset Strip (Mondays at

ñ&cijei Steop
w¡lm $víhé Ûanns
ape lorn Waksïsort
The Last
K iss

10 on NBC)
What’s it about? After the producer of a latenight comedy show goes insane, network
president Amanda Peet hires two former
head writers, Bradley Whitford and Matthew
Perry, to rejuvinate the show.
The Last Kiss
Will it be good? W riter Aaron Sorkin is excel
■
Dir.
Tony Goldwyn
lent at punching dialogue and dealing with
Starring
Zach
Braff and Blythe Danner
issues of the day, so the premise could be
perfect for him. Watch it until he hands the
show off to someone else, as he did on The
West Wing.

Help Me, Help You (Tuesdays at 9:30 on
ABC)
Whatfe it about? Ted Danson is a group thera
pist who, shockingly enough, needs therapy
himself! The comic possibilities!
Will it be good? Ted Danson is overrated as a
J u s t in lim b e r t a k e
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FutureSex/LoveSongs [PA]

NORTH JERSEY FERTILITY ASSOCIATES, ULC
Mark X. Ransom, MD

57 Witjowbrook Uvd.
Woyne, New Jersey 07470
Tel: 973-754-4055
Foie 973-754-4058

LOOKINGFOREGG DONORS
EARN $3000.00 BY
COMPLETINGADONORCYCLE
North Jersey Fertility A ssociates, LLC is seeking egg donors
o f all ethnic backgrounds betw een 21-32 years o f age

©

Empowering Communitiesi
Changing Uves.

Urban League o f
Essex County

QUALIFIED TUTORS
NEEDED NOW!
WE PAY $10.00/hr!
The Urban League of Essex County is looking for
qualified college students who can tutor students in
grades 1 through 8 in Math and Language Arts.

EGG DONORS HELP GIVE
INFERTILE COUPLES THE
GREATEST CBFT OF U F E - A CHILD

60 college credits.

Candidates must be N ew Jersey residents. Please send a photo
including your name, address and day-tim e phone number

If you are looking to earn extra income and/or have

Tutoring will take place at various sites in Newark,
Irvington, and East Orange. All tutors must have at least

exhausted your work-study allocation please call:

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED
HER CYCLE, THEY W ILL BE PAID

$8000.00
Please contact our office for more inform ation on our egg
donation program at 973-754-4055. v
A sk to speak to our nursing staff.

973-624-9535 and ask to speak to Christine Thorpe.

Fax resume to: 973-624-1103 (Attn: Christine Thorpe)
Email resume: cthofpe@ulec.orci

www.ulec.org
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FALL TV PREVIEW
CONTINUED FROM P 1 2

comic actor and the whole psychological comedy sub-genre is played out by now, so the answer
is probably no.

Happy Hour
What’s it about? Small Town guy John Sloan
loses his girlfriend, job, and apartm ent in the
same morning, forcing him to move in with
his lovable alcoholic buddy. Hilarity suppos
edly ensues.
Will it be good? Well, after careful analysis
of every preview available for Happy Hour,
I’ve come to a conclusive three word answer,
dear God, no.
Ugly Betty (Thursdays at 8:00 on ABC)
What’s it about? An American adaptation of
the Spanish program Yo Soy B etty La Fea
which stars America Ferrara as an ugly duck
ling making her way in a fashion magazine.
W ill it be any good? If it takes after its source
m aterial, yes. The original had a soap opera
quality th at worked. This version also has a
great lead in Ferrera, who was excellent in
Real Women Have Curves.

30 Bock (Wednesdays at&OO on NBC)
What’s it about? Former Saturday Night Live
head w riter/star Tina Fey writes and stars in
a sitcom about the goings-on at a late night
sketch comedy show, sort of like Saturday
Alight Live. I wonder where she got the idea.
Will it be good? Perhaps. Fey was overco u rtesy of googie.com
rated during her SNL run, but Alec Baldwin
Friday Night Lights (Tuesdays at 8:00 on NBC)
and Traty Morgan co-star, so there is hope,
What’s it about? Buzz Bissinger’s non-fiction bestseller about the Texas high school football Unfortunately for 30 Rock, Studio 60 on the
obsession, also a feature film, gets re-adapted for television.
Sunset Strip looks to be the better show,
Will it be good? If it’s anything like the film, and it looks like it is, yes. Peter Berg (who which would make Fey’s show Studio 60
directed the film) is a t the helm of the pilot and it looks to be a solid drama. The serial format Lite.
should also give Berg plenty of time to explore some of the book’s themes his film didn’t have
time for.
20 Good Years (Wednesdays at 8:30 on NBC)
What’s it about? Jeffrey Tambor and John
Justice (WedfiBjadayB at 9dX) on Far)
Lithgow play aging rich stiffs who decide to
What’s it about? Four L A defense attorneys work on high-profile celebrity and criminal live up the rest of their time on earth.
cases.
Will it be good? As good as Tambor and
Will it be any good? Who cares? There are way too many courtroom dramas on television. Also, Lithgow seem together, the premise seems
Victor Gerber leading the cast doesn’t play well in its favor.
dumb, and the previews look dumber.

Til’ Death (Thursdays at 8:00 on Fox)
What’s it about? A long time married couple
constantly get annoyed by the sunny quality
of their newlywed neighbors.
WQ1 it be good? Brad G arrett was never very
good in Everybody Loves Raymond, but his
part was too small for anyone to notice. Here,
it looks like it will become way too apparent.
Also, haven’t we seen enough of the "husband
and wife argue a lot” sub-genre?

For more information & registration form check out www.catholiccampusministry.org
Contact: Rev. Al Berner at 973-746-2323, bernera@ m ail.m ontclair.edu or
Beatriz C apella at bea@newman-fellowship.org or by phone at 973-624-1301
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from Up Ia T he C h e a p l e a l /
The Drowsy Chaperone Puts Few To Sleep
help to him either. By the end of the show, all
is resolved, and to say the least, Janet and
Robert end up not being the only two people
saying “I Do.”
Despite my initial thoughts of what this
show would be like, I thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of The Drowsy Chaperone.
Any; theater-lover can identify with “Man in
Chair,” played by Bob M artin, as he explains
to the audience how. he loves Broadway musi
cals because they take him into a wonderful,

co u rtesy of C raig Sch w artz

D iana Salam eh
Sta ff Writer

A night on Broadway is never complete
without a few laughs, tears, and a whole lot of
dancing. The new Tony Award-winning show,
The Drowsy Chaperone is a feel-good musical
comedy th at gives everyone “hot feet,” as one
of the songs suggests. N arrated by “Man in
Chair” (Bob Martin), this comedy within a
musical tells the story of how an old record
ing of a Broadway musical has the ability to
bring to life the characters and stories th at
M artin’s character has grown to love. Like
“Man in Chair” says, “if you’ve ever sat in
a darkened theatre and thought D ear Lord
in heaven, let it be good’, this musical is for

you.”
The Drowsy Chaperone takes place in a
studio apartm ent, and from the very begin
ning of the show, the audience is swept into
the story of why this musical is “Man in
Chair’s” favorite. The characters appear in
the apartm ent as soon as the first notes begin
to play on the record, and it is suddenly trans
formed into a bright, colorfiil world. A story is
told of a Broadway leading light, Janet van
de G raaf (Sutton Foster), who wants to marry
suave Robert M artin (Troy Britton Johnson)
for love and give up the stage, as well as her
fame.
Everything th at could possibly go wrong
before a wedding happens, including Janet’s
producer trying to break off the nuptials and
some gangsters posing as bakers who try
to pound the producer’s head into the wall.
Janet’s maid-of-honor, known as “The Drowsy
Chaperone” (Beth Leavel), is of no help to
her.
And although he means well, Robert’s
best man George (Eddie Korbich) is of no

“Despite my initial
thoughts of what this
show would be like, I
thoroughly enjoyed every
minute of The Drowsy

Chaperone
beautifiil fantasy world. Sutton Foster’s char
acter, Janet, is an exquisite dancer and sing
er, blowing everyone away with her strong,
belt voice and her high-kicks th at reach her
nose. Beth Leavel’s Tony Award-winning per
formance as “The Drowsy Chaperone” deems
her right. She is witty and charming, and all
the while drunk.
Kecia Lewis-Evans, best known for her
performance as Asaka in Once On This
Island, literally blows everyone away at the
end of the show with a soulful solo, as she
soars onto the stage in an airplane (and you
thought the helicopter in Miss Saigon was
cool).
Her character Trix the Aviatrix is a small,
but crucial, role to the show, and it was worth
the entire to horns ju st to hear her sing at the

ipino Line Dancing Alert!
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K arl de V ries I The M ontclarlon

During their annual welcoming BBQ, members of the United Asian American Student Organization (UAASO) broke out a kick ass choreo
graphed line dance set to Earth, Wind and Fire’s “September.”

end.
The mix of comedy, wit, and good old
fashioned corny musical theatre makes The
Drowsy Chaperone a show for all ages. From
the humor of the gangsters trying to sabotage
the wedding with pastries, to the excitement
and energy of the big dance numbers, to the
subplots of how everyone experiences love
differently and of course to understanding
the main character’s love of theatre, The
Drowsy Chaperone proves th at their 5 Tony
Awards and Drama Desk award for Best
Musical were rightly given.

W EINBERG
CONTINUED FROM P 1 2

the E Street Band.
I ju st bullied a minor pseudo celebrity and
local legend out of a second set of shoulder
presses. What did he ever do to me or to any
of us? All he’s ever done was spread joy and
amazement with his banging drum solos on
the nights I had insomnia and turned on
Conan while I tried to fall asleep. My first
celebrity run-in other than the time Richie
Sambora walked in on me making out in a
bowling alley and I make a complete fool of
myself
There was no excuse. He’s a moderately
successful D-list celebrity known throughout
the insomniac and blue collar Springsteen
fan communities and Fm a lowly Arts &
Entertainm ent Editor at a state school news
paper. By making you Entertainer of the
Week, this is my way of saying Fm sorry,
friend. Let’s call a truce.

www.themontclarion.org
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Congratulations Montclair State University, for receiving the
12thannual Jeanne Clery Campus SafetyAward! It is anhonor to
even be considered for tins type of accolade, hot MSU should not
rest on its laurelsjust yet. .
Though ttís is a step in the right direction, the real question is:
Are we really safe? It was only last year that MSU violated the
classified natureofstudents’personalinformationin the Buss Hall
fiasco (in which students’tax redepts and social security numbers
were left nakedly unprotectedin thehall’s basement).Andneedwe
mention how the social sanity numbers of 9,100 students ware
left vulnerable online for four months, only to be discovered by a
MSUundergrad surfing the net duringhis spare tíme?
The award is given to a university whose students are safe in
a physical manner. While this may be the case, as the student
body, we should askfor these statistics that showwe are top-notch
in protection. Because,we are either certíffehly secure^ otfids ia
purely a subjective honor bestowed upon the school Either way,
safety is not something that can be measured in points and deci
mals
•.*
‘jr‘-*>
'Die central reason MSU received the Clery award was dimto
^ investment in Have Wireless Rhone«. The Have “Guardian”is
a setting m the phone which works as a homing device to track
studentsandprovidetheirlocationto campuspolice. Asoundidea,
but the read question is: Has this new form of technology been
effective in any real or simulated incidents? Especially when the
feature is merely an option for thorn wishing to activate it The
fed is, for students alreadyweary ofhaving theft lives detailed on
Facebook’s “News Feed,”it’s reasonable tothinkthat not everybody
is receptive to bringtrackedat all hours ofthe day.
it’s premature to say tins is a step in the right direction. 15m
can have all the technologylathe world, but if someone is being

“Though this is a step in the right
direction, the real question is: Are we
really safe?”
threatened by an undesirable individual, the burdenlies uponthe
reponse team, scrambling to rush to the aid of the endangered
student.
The award states that it is an “exciting new technology,”first
pioneeredhythis university. Biftjust because we are the first to
use this device does not mean we axe the safest For example,
many students have complained about the lack ofpoliee officers
patrolling desolate parking lots late at night, a time when stu
dents are most vulnerable. *. -*• ^'
Or howabout the university's shuttle service that operates on
nothing more than a skeleton crew in the early morning hours,
providing spotty pickup schedules? Now, if the phone was more
of a James Bond-type weapon to dodgy situation, then it would
a definite defensive upgrade. Budif it just alerts someone on the
other side of campus, then this technology is merely a aide step
and not the end-all,be-all ofcampus safety.
Being credited as a school with an eye towards safety is no
small accomplishment. This should serve as an opportunity to
continue providing more campus security. If tire administration
relies wholeheartedly on this new technology, «owing over its
ability to shelter students, it becomes nothing morethen a plugto
the Rave Wireless company and MSU for more paying
11
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to the lenience of professors
regarding enrollment permits.
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OPINION

Ruminations On A Monday Mourning
As We Look Back On The Events of Sept. 11, Americans Find More Questions Than Answers
This past Monday, the fifth anniversa
ry of the Sept. 11 tragedy was observed,
rekindling the plethora of emotions subcon
sciously stored inside
every American. This
was a tragedy unique
in American history, as
none of us were immune
to the pain th at rever
berated through our
national psyche.
Outside of the smoke,
ruins and lost souls,
KARL
DE VRIES
whether we’ve grown
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
up, sobered up or awak
ened, the past five
years have changed us as hum an beings and
Americans.
On this Sept. 11, we suspended time and
space and reflected upon the impression th at
day still bears upon us with fear, wonder and
hope.
Osama bin Laden still rem ains at large,
the most wanted man on the planet. Five
years later; all the m ilitary technology and
financial wealth in the world still cannot
bring the m an allegedly responsible for the
deaths of nearly 3,000 Americans to justice.
Instead, a new generation of religious
extrem ists continues to find inspiration
through his mockery of the United States.
Either he will meet his end by m ilitary assas
sination (transforming him into a m artyr),
or will stand trial before the legal system of

“On this Sept. 11, we suspended time and space and
reflected upon the impression that day still bears
upon us with fear, wonder and hope.”
the United States (an open call for attacks
against our country).
Regardless, it is reasonable to conclude
th at the U.S. government has no leads on
where he is and will not be “neutralizing”
him in the near future.
On this Sept. 11, we still scrambled to
eradicate the threat he represents and the
capabilities of our enemies to wage war.
In response, we are a nation engaged in a
two-front battle, fighting an enemy th at will
never formally surrender. Five years later,
the optimist will tell you th at America has
not been attacked since the Bush response
kicked into action and is safe as long as we
take the battle “on the offensive.”
But resources in the form of machinery,
money and manpower are expended every
day on these enterprises, with no acceptable
end in sight. Either we’re crusading for the
eventual democratization of the Middle East
or we’ve gotten bogged down in the quagmire
of Saddam’s backyard, satisfying the lust of
the m ilitary-industrial complex.
On this Sept. 11, we questioned whether

leave as a massive memorial, were originally
projecting completion around the years 20082009.
Now, the 1776-foot “Freedom Tower” looks
ahead to the year 2011 as a possible opening
time. Everyday, the emotional hole th at sits
inside every New Yorker rem ains mani
fested in the grave th at used to be the Twin
Towers.
On this Sept. 11, we continued to wait for
the future to bring us answers in repairing
lower M anhattan, restoring the elegance and
strength it once projected.
Five years later, we acknowledge th at
the breath of th at day still touches upon us
constantly, in every walk of life, with every
concern facing our country. For countless
Americans, the horrors of th at day still weigh
as heavy burdens to live with.
Eyewitnesses to human bloodshed, walk
ing targets in the eyes of suicidal jihadists,
we live in a world where the belief in the
impenetrability of the United States has
been betrayed. But we realize th at these are
the times we five in and must make the best
of while they’re here.
We understood once again how precious
and fragile life is. On this Sept. 11, we
reminded ourselves how grateful we are to
be alive and prayed for the future to bring us
stability and peace.

or not we are really winning the “hearts and
minds” of a region, or sowing the seeds of
future hatred.
We’ve certainly come to forget the era
before m etal detectors and security patdowns, when taking off our shoes wasn’t a
natural routine for boarding an airplane
and when you used to be able to take a tour
of the White House, stopping even to take a
photograph or two.
Five years later, many of the common free
doms we used to take for granted have now
become subjects of debate and compromise,
leftover from the day when the worst-case
scenario still threatened us, only to be looked
upon as a bad dream.
On this Sept. 11, we remembered how ter
rible th at day was, only to ask out loud how
bad it could, or will, be infthe future.
And as a nation rebuilds its courage, a
city rebuilds itself.. Five years later, the
World Trade Center site still holds a closer
resemblance to a skate park than it does the
financial hub of the western world. Plans Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his first
for reconstructing the site, too valuable to year as Editor-In-Chief for The Montclarion.

Commander-In-Chiefs

M erchandising A M assacre
A Student’s Reflection of Corporate Saturation During Our Darkest Hour
My four years of high school were divid
ed equally, not by the summer th at sepa
rates sophomore year from junior, but by a
single morning in Sept.
2001. That morning, my
teacher, Mr. Tracey, had
barely started to lecture
when a ripple of unrest
began to surge through
the hallways with the all
the subtlety and poise of
JOE
a Greyhound careening
ALLOCCO
off the curb of a residen--------------------- tial neighborhood. It was
something about the news, an airplane, an
unsteady pilot.
Six hours later, five of my friends and
I stood on a lookout deep in the Watchung
Reservation, staring speechlessly out to the
New York City skyline.
M anhattan, a $10 train ticket away, was
burning.
Seeing the city like that, where many of
our parents and neighbors worked, where
we saw The Rockettes kick up their legs
at the Radio City Music Hall’s Christmas
Spectacular with our families as kids, didn’t
so much erase something in us as it did
smear it. My childhood, up until th at point,
was faded by the thumb of an artist shading
a still life. I’m not going to say th at I grew up
in th at moment, but some p art of my youth
was distorted.
W hat grew faint was the naive sense
of invincibihty th at invariably comes with
being a teenager. For 16 years, I had been
coddled into believing in the immortality of
a two-century-old country. The fragility of
human life, for me, was suddenly lucid and
all too real. I was frightened, sad, and more
than a little bit confused.
These are hum an emotions.
However, as we all know and can hardly
ignore, the American media machine went

into frill tilt the moment the first plane
h it the North Tower. Our emotions were
invaded. Full-length movies, countless televi
sion specials, and Geraldo Rivera all tinted
what was so clear to me on th at September
afternoon in the woods.
Millions of dollars have exchanged hands
for Made in China merchandise embossed
with the American flag, the Twin Towers,
and the ridiculous image of an eagle shed
ding a single tear. It’s a sad fate th at we, as
a supposedly “advanced” people, feel th at an
emotion as complicated as grief can be sum
marized by such an absurd illustration. The
deaths of almost 3,000 people - businessmen,
smokers, mothers, musicians, card players,
alcoholics - were trivialized by this meaning
less trade.
When “9/11” became a product, the indi
vidual, honest ideas th at could have been
expressed were lost to the insatiable greed of
advertisers. We’ve found the simple yet beau
tiful words th at could have spoken about this
event overpowered by mindless, tradem arked
slogans.
We’ve seen the deaths of 2,793 people
produce nothing more than trinkets for cor
porate America to shill.
j This soulless exploitation of a tragedy, this
“sing along sorrow,” as author M arisha Pessl
would put it, is akin to the New Testament
story of the traders in the temple. Sept. 11
is a day for reflection; we shouldn’t let silly
images of sad eagles stand in for our sincere
emotions.
Standing among the trees of the Watchung
Reservation, I lost a tiny sliver of my youth.
Others lost fives. Still others lost family
members and friends. M aterialist America is
trying to sell us our own sorrow, individual
istic sorrow th at is ours alone. It is necessary
th at we recognize and tu rn our backs on the
insipid m aterialism and “me too!” attitude
th at has saturated every comer of our cul

ture. Five years later, we have to let the rest
of the world know th at nothing of ours - our
grief, our happiness, or our identities - can be
sold for a bag of gold coins and 15 minutes on
prime time.
Joe Allocco, an English major, is in his first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.

lin e of the Week:
“We will make no distinction
between the terrorists who
committed these acts and
those who harbor them.”
W s address to the nation

9/11/06
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OPINION

Campus Parking Catastrophe
A Student’s Unflinching Account from T he Blacktop Jungles of MSU
Montclair State University has done it
again; students have become victims to
' another parking inconvenience and are forced
to suffer as a result of
poor judgment.
Many students, after
only a week of classes,
are already complain
ing about the new park
ing arrangem ents on
campus. New for this
year, all freshmen and
- - - sophomores must park
COLUMNIST
“ toe Transit garage
--------------------- while juniors, seniors
and others have the Red Hawk deck and
perm it lots available.
At first, itseem s like a good idea: to split
up the parking and it would be no big deal,
right? Wrong! Even before 7:30 a.m. on the
first day of classes, the line to get into the
tran sit deck was so long th at it caused traffic
to back up onto Clove Road.
Once I was able to get around the long line
(and enter through the far side of the deck),
I drove around for over 15 minutes before I
found a vacant spot on level five. Frustrated,
but giving everyone the benefit of the doubt,
I figured th at it was ju st the first day and
people were arriving early.
Boy, was I ever wrong! I left home even
earlier in hopes of finding a closer spot. I
like being on campus and getting to my
classes early. I thought th at if I left earlier, I
would get a dose spot. However, I still ended
up parking on level four.
When I registered for classes last Apr.,
I looked for as many 8:30 a.m. classes as I
could. Besides the fact th at I am a morn

ing person, I wanted to be able to get a good
parking spot. Last year, I would arrive at
the same time, if not a few minutes later, and
could park on the first or second level.
Now I have to leave1my house in Cedar
Grove over an horn- and a half early in order
to get a spot at all! By the time 10 a.m.
classes start, I hear complaints from liter
ally everyone around me th at there are not
enough spots and th at they had to make
their own.
I drove back to school on Thursday after
noon and found a sign in front of the Transit
deck th at said “Card-holders Only.” The deck
is so frill th at not only are all floors open this
year (as opposed to only five last year), but if
you do not have a pre-paid parking permit,
you are going to have a hard time parking.
Thankfully, I have a card and was able to
park.
So what’s the problem? Are there a
lot more commuters this year who use the
garage and commute to the city by the train?
Has MSU taken in too many students this
year, thinking only about the money they
will be making and.not about where they will
all park? Or has the decision to regulate the
parking been a flop, only angering more and
more students as the days progress? How
come no one parked in the Transit deck last
year and those who did had absolutely no
problems?
The lack of parking is causing people to
create their own parking spots. Cars are
parked on the yellow lines (which is obviously
illegal) or anywhere they can find, m aking it
nearly impossible to maneuver and tu rn the
comers. If there has not been an accident
yet, I am very surprised. Give it another

Facebook’s Fallacy
21st Century Meeting Hub Has Gone Too Far
Fm mad. You may ask why I’m mad at
Facebook: a one-time fun-filled 15 minutes
of checking what others are doing. Facebook
is a pre-requisite to
checking my e-mail and
MySpace. Facebook was
something I liked to do
in the privacy of my own
home!
For those of you who
m
are living under a rock,
here is the definition
of
Facebook according
JAM IE B.
to the Wikipedia ency
DRESHER
COLUMNIST
clopedia: A social net
working service for high
school, college, university, corporate, non
profit, m ilitary and geographic communities
prim arily in English-speaking countries.
This week, Facebook decided to tap into
my life and the life of millions of others and
let everyone and anyone know what is going
on in our worlds by adding “News Feed.”
Although Facebook is online, easy-access
and not exactly private, I think the majority
of people would agree th at this time they
have gone too far. News Feed allows you
to track other members of Facebook by the
minute.
Some things on Facebook take getting
used to like the time when the high school
ers joined and the notes section showed up.
When tagging pictures came, I certainly did
not want it out there what I was doing at that
party the other night. Honestly, in the past
48 hours, Facebook has gone wild.
I now know who got dumped and who got
engaged. I know who misses who and I know
th at some random chick who I’m apparently
friends with has added “exploring” to her
activities. (Like I care!) I also know th at at
10:15 a.m. today, John Smith added Jane as

week and I’m sure th at someone will clip the
back bumper of an illegally parked car.
The best way to get into the garage is to
have a swipe card instead of buying daily
tickets. Many people neglect to buy them, so
it should be required by MSU to have one. If
you do not, then you can’t park.
Why are more people being enrolled with
the already scarce parking situation and even
forcing them to live in hotels, not even on (or
remotely near) campus? If this has become
such a problem, do not allow freshmen who
live on campus to have cars, at least for their
first semester!
Now before anyone tries to hunt me down
or key my car for saying this, I understand
th at it is easier to have a car on campus. You
are away from home and you want a car to
get you places. But eventually, everyone will
be able to have their car on campus. Most
colleges do not allow freshmen to have cars,
so it would not be like MSU would be the only
campus with these rules.
Before my hate m ail starts rolling in, I
m ust say th at I am not badmouthing any of
the staff at MSU or saying th at they are not
doing their job correctly. I am merely illus
trating the worsened parking conditions on
campus thus far this year.
I hope th at things will be resolved quickly
enough so th at everyone is able to bring their
car to school and commuters may become
less frustrated. If the parking issues are
ever resolved, it will make for a great school
year. Good luck fellow commuters and drive
safely.
Jamie-Lynn Coryell, a business major, is in her
second year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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S ta ti s ti c
o f the W e e k

The n u m b er o f
min u tes it to o k
P res id en t Bush
to d e liv e r his
9/ 11 s peech
this w e e k to
the nation.

Got an Opinion?

“I’m sorry Matt
Zuckerberg, but this is not
a cool way to know what’s
going on in my friends’
lives.”
a friend; therefore, he was not in class.
If you had ju st been dumped, do you really
think it needs to be publicly announced to
hundreds or thousands of people on their
homepage? A ttention everyone, Jam ie
Dresher is sleeping. I thought you should all
know! Love, Facebook.
The whole fun of Facebook is spending
hours searching for people. Dare I say it’s
more fun to spy? Now, everyone knows th at
I know their business. At least before I could
lie and say “Oh no, I don’t go around checking
everyone’s Facebook to see what their life is
like.” But now they know th at I know. I’m
sorry M ark Zuckerberg, but this is not a cool
way to know what’s going on in my friends’
lives.
I’m w riting this as a call for every MSU
student to ban together and put an end to
this invasion of privacy. Ben Parr, a junior
at Northwestern University, had the right
idea by starting the global group “Students
A gainst Facebook News Feed (Official
Petition to Facebook).” Please join.
Time Magazine is right. Generation Y
has found its battle. Maybe its not a big deal
to some, but why not have some fun. Let’s
take back Facebook!
Jamie Dresher, a theatre major, is in her first
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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The Montclarion is seeking opinion
columnists for commentary on both
national and on-campus issues.
If interested, email:

msuopinion@gmail.com
The M entçiarhm is a C la ss I org. of the SU A , In c.
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OPINION

Q u e stio n o f
The W eek
Dear Editor,
Tom Shields’ article entitled “War Wo;
issue should be more proportioned. Iraq
may need to go, but don’t forget the Demo;
rization for the President to invade
doesn’t cut it.

dgia m on November Totes,” in last week’s
leljbe a quagmire find the Republicans
Joint Reaolutioi|:il4. This gave auth
o r it, b ulaipB B pd against it,” just

, "H o w d o yo u fe e l ab o u t th e
n e w F a ce b o o k 'N e w s F e e d ?" '

A N D REW
SO M A N
Year: Sophomore
Major: Fine Arts

Yoan G. Hermida
Sophomore
Undeclared

“At first glance. I
thought th at it was
I an open invitation
for creepy Facebook fiends, hut then I learned to use1
the Mini-Feed It’«- your choice to show
whatever you want to. so you can't blame
iheprogiam ."
CH RISTIA N
ADAN
Year Junior
Major: Biology

“l don't like it.
mainly because it
nates every single
action users- make
24/ 7 .1 wouldn’t
like a list of what 1 did to appear on the
homepage lor everyone to see right away
[f people are interested in what I did on
Facebook. then they ran just read my
profile instead ’’
M A TTH EW
YAO
» .. .
Year: Sophomore
Major:
Music Education

“I like the News
Feed. Now I can
■ see what all im
friends are up to. I haw no problem wilh
it at all. but I do understand ll people feel
that their privacy is being \ lolated. 1ju st
I ippen to be a very open guy”
MARISSA
MANGIACAPRA
Year: Junior
Major: English

t& e ,

S ecccnctcp

“I think the new
Facebook is very
inappropriate!
H
There is way too
much information being provided that J
people don't care about' Its
to be a social thing'

KENNETH
PAWILOZA
Year: Senior
Major: Biology

"The news feed is
ton much uifbrmation to give. The
| only information
they nhould give is who posted notes on *j
their bite and who updated their site,"

CHEYSA
SANTANA
Year: Junior
|j|ajor; Biology

Kevin Dunphy I The M ontclarlon

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be
considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content
and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number
or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. •
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor,
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.

r{ hate &! But i
jw k p crèjp w , j
love finding out
people’s business
It ju st stinks they have to take yours.” | |
Question o f the Week opinions pre views
expressed by the students o f Montclair Sta te
University, and are not necessanly the views

ŒjjP jrïlontclarion •

Child Care Wanted
Baby-sitter needed for a high-func
tioning 11-year-old Autistic child:
M ontclair Heights, 2:30 to 6:30 Mon
day through Friday, all year round.
References are required.
(973) 464-1688 or (973) 655-8066
Leave a message.

Part tim e. Very good pay. Paid
holidays and vacations. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 2:00
PM to 6:30 PM. Early childhood
development credits and/or child
care experience required. Caring and
very reliable. Must have a car w ith
a clean driving record and excellent
references. Call (973) 464-5681

After-school childcare needed for
tw o great boys ages 10 and 15 years
old in Glen Ridge. Flexible hours and
days. Must have their own car.
Please Call: (973) 634 5325

Part tim e: M/W/F 2PM - 6:30PM and
Tues/Thurs 12PM to 6:30PM for two
children in Montclair. Hours could
be split between two people. Early
childhood development study or
childcare/babysitting expierience
a plus. Fun, very reliable, own car,
clean driving record, and excellent
references.
Contact: (973) 464-5681

September 14, 2005

M ontclair fam ily seeks loving, fun,
responsible babysitter for two after
noons, plus some weekend and eve
ning hours. Must provide references
and own transportation. Non-smok
ers only.
Call: (973) 744-1775
E-mail: monica.bartlett@comcast.net

Babysitter Needed! Looking for
student to baby-sit a 2 1/2 year old,
one weekday morning and fre
Part tim e Childcare position in Up
quent weekday evenings in Upper
per Montclair. Seeking energetic,
Montclair. A car is essential, and
creative and responsible person to
references are preferred.
care for three fun-loving, sw eet chil Pleas cal! M elanie: (973) 752-4020
dren. Monday- Thursday 2:30-5:00.
Please call (973) 641-0104.
Babysitter/Driver Wanted: For 7 and
10 year old in M ontclair on Tues/
Flexible hours and great pay for
Wed/Thurs, 3:30-6:30pm. Music, Art,
after-school help. Upper Montclair
or Education backgrounds are a plus.
fam ily w ith two boys age 11 and 14. Light cooking on evenings 2-3 tim es
a month. References are required.
Responsibilities include homework
help and transportation. Must have $12 an hour starting.
a car and a license.
Call: (973) 509-8029
Call: (973) 331-3771

Seeking Part-Time Childcare:
Supervise and drive tw o teens
Childcare wanted for a 4-year-old
after
school in Glen Ridge, home
and a 10-month-old on Saturday Eve
work
help/tutor. Responsible, clean
nings and flexable weekdays.
license,
and must own a car. Educa
Contact: (973) 509-3053
tion m ajor a plus. Monday-Thursday
3:00-5:30pm
Responsible, reliable college student Contact: MNeedham@BankofNY.com
w ith driver's license wanted to drive Call: (973) 204-3054
child to and from school #2 in C lif
ton N J. Monday and Tuesday morn
I am seeking a loving and capable
ings and evenings and Wednesday
babysitter
from 3:00-7:00PM w ith
mornings. Please call Claire:
the
flexibility
to stay occasionally
Home: (973) 473-8433
until
9:30PM
on
Thursdays at my
Cell: (908) 415-6125
home in Montclair.
Please Call Dayna: (973) 783-1260

Seeking Part-Time babysitter in our
home for a bright, adorable 3-yearold in central Montclair. References,
past experience is a MUST. 8:0010:00 flexible hours a week. Morn
ings, afternoons OK.
Call Karen: (973) 509-9842

Part-Time babysitter needed
Wednesday and Thursday 3:00-6:30
for two children in Tenafly. A fter
school pick-up, and homework
supervision. Must have a car and
references.
Call Jeanne: (201) 871-0141

After-school Childcare needed in
Glen Ridge, Monday-Friday, 3:007:00 PM, for our daughters ages 9
and 12. Requirements: A ssist with
homework, drive to activities and
light housekeeping. Caring and reli
able. Must have their own car w ith
a clean driving record and excellent
references. French and/or Spanish is
a plus.
Call: (732) 563-3548 (9-6pm)
E-mail: powellsonline@comcast.net

Heip Wanted
Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per
hour. Baby-sitting, House sitting,
and pet-sitting. Register free for
jobs near campus or home and start
earning extra cash now!
www.student-sitters.com

Models. Women 18 or older for out
door test shoot. Nudity. .Willing to
exchange pictures for modeling. No
experience necessary.
Call: (973) 460-1037

For Rent
Room for rent in Montclair. 10
m inuets to 28 bus. Share bath w ith
one another. Kitchen and laundry
privileges, $450 a month, utilities
included. Non-smoking fem ale only.
Furnished. No parking.
Contact Lisa at 744-029

Announcements
Travel w ith STS to this year's top
10 Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep com
m issions. V isit www.ststravel.com
or call 1-800-648-4849. Great group
discounts.

imagine
I have friends and loved ones suffering from
Alzheimer’s. But I can imagine... and hope for...
a world without this terrible disease.

MayaAngelou
author, poet, educJS

You can help make a difference. A major brain imaging study led by the National
Institutes of Health may help us learn how to stop the progression of Alzheimer’s.
Please consider joining the study if you are between 55 and 90 and:
• are in good general health with no memory problems, OR
• are in good general health buf have memory problems or concerns, OR
• have a diagnosis of early Alzheimer’s disease.
mmÊÊmÊÊÊÊM

For more information, call 1-800-438-4380
or visit www.alzheimers.org/imaaine.

imagine!
I3

hornet's disease

Eats flies. Dates a pig.
Hollywood star.

U V E YOUR DREAMS

Pass It On.

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE NEUROIMAGING INITIATIVE
THE FOUNDATION E U i

IE T T E I U FE

www.forbetteriife.org

Comtes
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S a g itta riu s

- (November 22 - December 20)
(May 21 - June 20)
Business routines may now be easily derailed Social invitations and group awareness anAfter Tuesday, expert xiinnying mistakes or now on the use- Over 1he next lew days, loved
rare misciitnmuiucation- to bw rnt' an ongn.ngiiQes may wish to expand 1hen daily coinmitconcern. Refuse to adopt a negative outlook, meats, hubbies or team activities. Join in and
Before mid-October, key officials will rely heav explore new options_____________________
sly on your abililie-« to enfender group trust. H

*€ C a n ce r M

■ ■ L . _______ ___________
■ ■ ■ ■ (June 21 -Ju iy 2 i;H
(December 2J - January 19)
do«- friauds and relatives may be unusuEariv this week, love relationships lx.-gm a di li- a|]y sensitive to mild critirm n this week If so,
cate phase of emotional change. Romantic part- expect career plans and long-term financial I
ners or trusted friends may openly challenge expectations to be a private source of tension
past ideals, time schedules or expew atioiis Use Stay focused on short-term goals.
this time to pinin' for autule answers or addi-dJBj
1
... ■*^
social itifoimatmn ul present, minorr**voi;«ionsI
«r L e o •#
will in pin re new claritv and rekindled »¿.v-vm
.v
n
fJuly 2 2 - August 21)
Rronp events will this week offer unexpected
{January 20 - February if)
emotional opportanities. Romantic inlmduc
Witty remarks-and minoi social crit'ci-m - arc i 10ns, impiou-d friend-hips or complex buM
eniuvnhle Ihi* week hut easily mismterprou-d n(JIBS prop«JB.,ia „my all be octented This .« a
( ulItvifuc-B arid clo^e Jne*ids an* now sensitive strong lime for 4ociiil tvS]Vins-iin and renewed
to private doubt and low self-esteem Take carw., ambition
lime to explain .ill communis nr augge.slmna J

± V irg o M

{August22- Septcmlx-r 2 l‘.
Pnvau- tensions a're now d.ieplv felt (h ur »verthe neM two wrvka.shor«-term cwilracts
the next few days, loved onea m i longterm
friends may need extra time to u-rolve past ¡3■1 minute mvis-mns Before niid-week, an
h u tm e n ts , Ironically, however, mudi nfth.s « M in c e d colleague will likely offer new
Remain
will work to your advantage Allei Thursday,
,,r
,ea£Ìers'1’l'. mile
'
ask loved ones to define all their motives
patient

íp*

A r le s *4

&Libra

(March 20 - April 19
(September 22 - October 22)
proposals will this week demand a i'[Ul.1]e romantic encounters aie accented over
response Remain open to unique mvita- , ht. ntx. w ,Jjy„ Mi!ny ljhran<1 „ j||
0,,t
i Although potentin: friends or lover- to t,rin(, «¡omfirant change to their -wild lives
g P lnappropnatoh, genuine emotions fire or
t(,rra tmnniiuneiiL« A recent phase of
¿ ¡ X _____________________________ isolation or fading friendships clear up.

# T a u ru s #

^ S c o rp io «É

(April 20 May 20)
'"October 215 November 211
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dilv„ „ f W tril,lld nia>
leguiic carelul icview Deadline^, ^ ‘in w
¡.^ipúrtandoimplei
Jmtim-s .» financial regululions mav now b e m ä n tle adv!.*- (’ontniven.,al ,nv,Latums age
xpodedïy completed or
appropriate flirtations or workplace attraction
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C ro ssw o rd

V■
1 1116
1
19
91
H
■
m■ 1I
■
■
■
■1
■1
■r
■
■
■1
B
B
i

4
7
A CRO SS
1
2
3
8
9
Foxtail
6
14
M ilitary hat
15
Grow m ellower
17
Taylor of “The
Nanny”
22
20
15 A ctre ss B lack
21
16 Actor Silver
24
26
17 Slicker in winter
25
29
32
18 “A Delicate
30
B alance”
31
34
playwright
35
19 M usic genre
38
37
39
40
20 O bserve
41
22 Dandies
44
43
23 Building wing
24 K-O connection
47 •
25 T iriac of tennis
48
27 Furrow
55
56
53
28 Flealth haven
60
59
58
29 O ne too hung-up
32 B ill of ‘Tw ister”
63
34 Aviator Earhart
84
65
36 A ctress D ella
68
67
37 Lion’s den
40 Broad valleys
70
42 W agers
71
43 K icks out
© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
45 Contravene
All rights reserved.
47 Scam p
49 O verly inclined'
to m oralize
5 Bravery
Solutions
53 N arcs’ grp.
6 Reggae’s
N 3
s X o 3 s
54 Sept, preceder
cousin
56 Actor Mineo .
3 O V H X
O X
7 Fifty percent
57 Noun-forming
8 Tree-shaded
A V
•S 3 X V N
suffix
area
V S 3 U 3 X
a
58 Neither partner
9 Maintain
•3 N 1
1 V S
59 Sitcom equine
10 Low est movie
o 1 X o V a 1 a
61 M other__ of
rating
3 X V o 3
Calcutta
11 Patrol-car
63 Actor W allach
s j. 3 a
s 3 n
passenger
64 C la ss paper
12 Gridiron upright
V i
3 s 3 3 d
66 Archibald and
13 Boards a jet
N o X X V d
d
Thurmond
21 Nuzzled
V d S
n H
J67
__________ Paulo,
Brazil pitcher
26 Fastball
T 1 3
S d o d
68 Heated dispute
Ryan
d V Id
69 Slight evidence
3 3 g i
30 Third rock from
70 Mach+ plane
N o a
N 3 d V
the sun
71 Ruhr city
31 Stirred up
3 s V
° >i V H
72 Factions
33 Three-m asted
sailing ship
44 Blue-eyed feline
DOWN
35 Patronage
46 Abilities
1 Tradem ark
37 Volume
48 Hospital w orkers
scrubber
38 C ircle s of light
50 Piece of m an’s
2 Make a new part 39 Most infam ous
jew elry
3 A lliances
' Ju d as
51 Bug
4 Endeavor to
41 Begin's peace
52 Discontinues
obtain
partner

1
6
11
14

"T3
cd

9

•

6
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55 Prose
rom ances
60 See regularly.
62 Like hens’
teeth?
65 That one over
there
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A College Girl Named Jo e
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by Aaron W arner
IF ANYONE HAS ANY
QUESTIONS AT M Y
POINT OF TODAY'S
TOUR, PLEASE PONT
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A College Girt Named Jo e
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OH, LET'S S E E ...
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SELF-SERVE
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SPORTS

Think You Know
Your Sports?

The Editors Picks
BOBBY

MIKE

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Buffalo over Miami

Miami over Buffalo

M innesota over Carolina

jfljC a ro lin a over M innesota

Cincinn&U^jtyer Cleveland
Chic agOfoyfÉgDétroit

C h iS to over Detrg^

5 S 5 ^ 5 ^ K ^ M p 3 to i? ^

t ì d i a t ó ^ t e .o n r He

New C^ p a ^ ^ p r ^ ^ p e m B a y

N ^ M rlo a n s oyer Green Bay

Philade& hia over N.Y. Giants

N.Y. Giants over Philadelphia

B a ltin B e over Oakland

O akiandoyer Balt:

A tlantafcver Tampa Bay

A tlanta over Tampj

S e a ttl® v e p & ri^ p a .

St. Louis over San Francisco

DenveBfcver K ansas City

D enver over K ansas dUy

New

New Fn gl

Tennessee over San Diej

Come Prove It! !
Sports Writers Needed

¿■■MU»

Call Mike ext: 5241

Email: MSUsports@gmail.com
The M ontclarion is a C la ss I O rganization of the SG A, In c.

m

Je ts

Diego over Tennessee

W ashington over Dallas

Dallas over W ashington

P ittsburgh over Jacksonville

P ittsburgh over Jacksonville

Upset Pick

Upset Pick

San Francisco over St. Louis

A rizona over Seattle

Overall Record
9-6 (.667 )

Overall Record
6-9 (.445 )

Upset Pick
1-0

Upset Pick
0-1
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Is America’s Pastime America’s Future?
Mike Johnson
Sports Editor

If you walk around the streets of most
American cities, there is a goood chance you
may run into more than one person wearing
some kind of baseball cap. W hether you’re in
Boston, New York, Chicago or Los Angeles,
you may get the feeling th at everyone is a
baseball fan. Then why is baseball rapidly
losing ground to football in popularity? The
answers may be hard to find.
Will America’s pastime soon become the
past and will football move into the slot as
No. 1? It would be hard to imagine everyone
walking around with their favorite team’s
helmet on, but sales of football jerseys have
been on an incline for years. Since America
is the land of opportunity and everyone wants
to make money, maybe one of the biggest rea
sons for this sudden shift in popularity starts
with the economical aspect of football.
We all know th at the Super Bowl is
watched by milllions of people, but how many
people who are actually watching it may be
somewhat of a striking fact. On Jan. 15,
.1967, the country got its first taste of what
would become a yearly tradition known as
the Super Bowl between the Green Bay
Packers and the Kansas City Chiefs. Almost
62,000 attended the game, and according to
the Nielsen ratings, NBC had 18.5 million
viewers and ABC had 22.6 million. The cost
of a 30 second commercial was $42,000.
Only 19 years later, the American public
finds itself in 1986, watching the Bears liter
ally dance all over the Patriots in Super Bowl
XX. This time almost 74,000 people attend
ed the game, but an unimaginable Nielsen
rating showed th at a staggering 48.3 million
people tuned in for the big game and big
businesses spent a whopping $550,000 for a
30-second commercial, and we all know th at
commercials ru n longer than 30 seconds.
As if it couldn’t get any better for the
sport, another 20 years later, on Feb. 5,
2006 in Detroit, 68,000 people packed the
stands to watch the Steelers take Jerome
Bettis to his first Super Bowl victory, but the
real dram a was in the ratings. According
to Nielsen ratings, Super Bowl XL drew an
estim ated average 90.7 million viewers in the

C ubs 3 ^
vs.

Washin^^t^^oskinsO

if1
dlévbland
i l i II
II L. f- fsIs if I Blues4
11 Fl ï ï I il fl f I

U.S.A., making it the most-watched Super
Bowl since 1996, which was the last time
the Steelers appeared in the Super Bowl. If
th at isn’t amazing enough, the cost of that
infamous 30-second commercial had gone up
to $2.5 million.
So where does baseball stand in all of
this? The 2005 World Series games one and
two drew lower on the Nielsen ratings than
Super Bowl I in 1967 and the rest of the
games drew even fewer viewers. Is it because
of the excitement of the one-game showdown
th at more viewers time into the Super Bowl
or is it the snappy commercials th at the Fall
Classic lacks?
It’s interesting how a sport like football,
which was supposedly created in Aberdeen
as a form of rugby, can be considered an
American sport when the first rough form
of baseball was created in Hoboken, not
■Cooperstown. And it was not invented by
Abner Doubleday, although some baseball
fans seem to think so.
One major reason for this -decrease in
popularity for baseball may be its swing
toward the Latin community for its star play
ers. Today, the majority of big-name players
in baseball are Hispanic. The reason for this
is simple. In more poverty-stricken countries
like Panam a and the Dominican Republic,
the resources necessary to organize a football
game are more difficult to obtain than those
of baseball. All th at is needed in baseball are
a bat, ball and glove. For this reason, more
and more Spanish boys me picking up the
game and trying to make a name for them
selves.
It’s actually quite possible th at the reason
for this entire debate is th at the baseball
season is simply too long.
In today’s society of fast food, one-hour
photo and same-day dry cleaning, plus the
overall boredom th at today’s youth foces,
maybe a 16-week schedule with one game per
week is ju st the right thing instead of the 25week schedule we see in baseball, with each
team playing anywhere from five to seven
times per week.
Instead of claiming a singular sport as
our pastime, we should look to both as the
All-American sport.

How Much Is Too Much?
A Look At How Much of An Impact Superstar Salaries Have On The Fans, The Team And The Game Itself
Mike Johnson
Sports Editor

“So, Mr. Berra, how do you think you guys
will do this year?”
This could have been a perfectly good
question for Yogi Berra, catcher for the New
York Yankees from 1946 to 1963.
You could have asked him this at the ball
field if you happened to catch him on his way
to or from the stadium, or you could have
asked him this question in the off-season
as he was selling suits. In fact, most of his
team m ates had jobs as well.
Back in the day before player pensions,
big contracts and free agents, you had a
player who signed with a team for a small
amount, and when his contract was up, they
would make a new one worth a little more
than before, depending on how well he per
formed.
Today’s player would never settle for that,
what with the Player’s Union and all. Sports
salaries are reaching all-time highs, but now
that three of the four major sports have gone
with the salary cap (a maximum a team can
spend on the entire team ’s salary) team s are

starting to offer less and players are starting be too great), $15 for parking, $8 for a drink before.
to take it.
and $6 for nachos ($89 when you can watch it
So when will we see an end to this? We
Of course, all of this directly affects the on television for free), you can thank players may never see the price of good players drop
because as long as more cities want more
franchises, there will always be a demand for
more players and the more players.

In The Red
Here is a list of each sport’s minimum sal
ary and the top paid player who puts their
team in the red.
MLB 2006 minimum salary for a rookie
is $327,000

(Alex Rodriguez $25.2 m illion p er year)
NFL 2006 minimum salary for a rookie is
$275,000
co u rtesy o f M LB.com

co u rtesy of NHL.com

New York Yankees third baseman Alex
Rodriguez makes $25.2 million per year,
while the minimum salary is $327,000.

Jaromir Jagr of the New York Rangers makes
$11 million each year when the league’s
minimum for rookies is a mere $450,000.

prices of tickets, parking and concessions at like Jarom ir Jagr and Alex Rodriguez (both
a game. When you go to a game and pay $60 pictured) for stretching the limits and going
for a ticket (and th at seat most likely will not boldly where no other player has ever gone

(M ichael Vick $1 3 m illio n p e r ye a r)
NBA 2006 minimum salary for a rookie is
$385,277

(Shaquille O’N eal $17.1 million p er yer)
NHL 2006 minimum salary for a rookie
is $450,000

(Jarom ir J a g r $11 m illio n p e r yea r)
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Player of The Week

SPORTS TRIVIA
UESTION
Which NFL quarterback threw
_____________ LAST EDITION S QUESTION_____________

Who is the only MLB pitcher with 10 or more
wins in 15 straight seasons?
ANSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTION
Mike M ussina.

I S en d any o f your trivia q u estio n s to m susports@ gm ail.com _

Match 'Em
Match these football names to their college

1.

) Tiki Barber

a.

) Tennessee

---"v

2.

) Trent Green

b.

) Virginia

3.

) Peyton Manning

c.

) Southern Miss.

4.

) Keyshawn Johnson

d.

) Virginia Tech

5.

) Daunte Culpepper

e.

) Southern Cal

6.

) Michael Vick

f. ) Central Florida

7.

g.

) Brett Favre
O -Z P -9

9-tr

B -e

Honorable Mentions

«

) Indiana

"r

m
6-2

q -t

NJAC

Overall

:SJ9AASUV

0-0

54)

Ramapo
Richard Stockton
NJCU
Rowan
W illiam Paterson
Kean
TCNJ
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-0
4-0
4-1
4-1
4-1
3-1
2-2
1-2-1
1-2-1

Overall

Rowan
Kean
Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo
TCNJ
Richard Stockton

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-0
3-0
3-0
3-0-1
2-0-1
3-1-1

MSU

0-0

3-1

Rutgers-Newark
W illiam Paterson
NJCU

0-0
0-0
0-0

3-1

Sat @ Rowan 1 p.m.

Last Week's Results
9/10 - MSU 1, Miserlcordla 0 (OT)

Last Week's Results
9/10 ■MSU 1, Eastern Conn. 0

1-2
0-3

NJAC

Overall

0-0

1-0

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-2

M SU
William Paterson
Rowan
TCNJ
Ramapo
Kean
Richard Stockton

Hi

HEATHER
Senior

.

Adz had adouble-double with
15 digs and 11 kills in Montclair
five set victory over Kean
on Tuesday.

RYAN MORGAli l
Senior
^
Hometown: Princeton, NJ
M orgaBcored the game win
ning goal ih overtime as the Red
Hawks defeated College Miseri
cordia 1-0 on Sunday.

JENNIFER TANIS
Junior
Hometown: Oak Ridge, NJ

F ie ld H o ck e y

M SU
Rowan
SUNY Cortland
W estern Conn.
Buffalo State
TCNJ
Kean
W illiam Paterson

mis.

m

Sat vs. Rowan 1 p.m.

NJAC

» i

This W eek

T his W eek

~

Hom etow n: Secaucus, NJ

m
MSU

Kaminski scored thelone goal In the Red
Hawk's 1-0 victory in the Wellesley Invitational
finals. She was named tournament MVP.

K

S o c c e r (W om en's

S o c c e r (M en's
NJAC

j-s

Freshman
Hometown: Rahway, NJ

Overall

0-0

4-0

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-0
3-0
3-0
2-1
1-1
1-2

Tanis had two goals and an assist
In MSU's 4-1 victory over Rensse
laer on Sunday, keeping the Red
Hawks undefeated.

JOHlffSPOStrO
R esh m aO

*■

Hometown: Hillside, NJ
This W eek

This W e e k

Sat @ Springfield (MA) 1 p.m.

Sat @ Muhlenburg 8 p.m.

Last Week's Results
No Gam e Scheduled

Last Week's Results
9/10 - MSU 4, Rensselaer 1

Esposito scored two goals last
ISeglt against Western Conn, and
Wilkes. He was named NJAC
Soccer Rookie of the Week.

Is Am erica’s Pastim e Am erica’s Future?

How Much Is Too M uch?
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Rebecca Dobiesz
F resh m an R eb ecca D o b ie sz T e lls A b o u t H er L o v e o f F ie ld H o ck ey A n d W h y S h e C h o se M on tclair S ta te U n iv ersity
Bobby Melok

cessful as they were, or bring them
to a higher level, especially Division
n i schools, which sometimes may
Athletics are very im portant to a struggle to find top-notch athletes,
college or a university. They are an seeing how the better one may want
outlet for students to get involved to go to Division I schools.
One example of this is MSU’s
with their campus, whether they
are in the stands showing school field hockey team. The Red Hawk
spirit or on the playing field. It Field Hockey program has been
gives student athletes an outlet to one of MSU’s most successftd in
recent times. They have qual
ified for the NCAA Division
III tournam ent in two out of
the last three years. On a
team th at went undefeated at
home, losing only three times
the entire season, two players
were named All-Americans.
Unfortunately, both of those
players are now gone. Alex
Kelly had 41 points overall
with 15 goals and 11 assists.
Goalie Robyn Apicelh started
all 20 games and held nine
teams scoreless. Any program
would be in a state of panic,
losing their top scorer and
their goalie. However, MSU
struck gold when they found a
freshman phenomenon.
In comes Rebecca Dobiesz,
co u rte sy of sp o rts informa tion
who
is no stranger to field
Dobiesz is picking up where last year’s
departed seniors left off by helping the hockey. The Old Bridge native
team get off to an undefeated start.
started playing during her
freshman year of high school,
continue doing something they love and along the way, became very
decorated. Throughout her high
after high school.
However, one of the downfalls of school years at Old Bridge, she won
college athletics is th at every year, various all-conference awards, was
players come and go. Graduation, named a Middlesex County Scholar
transferring, low grades, financial Athlete and was even selected the
problems and a number of other A ll-State Group-4 Third Team.
things take players away from She found the perfect college for
their team s. This puts schools on her right here in Montclair.
“I really like the education pro
never-ending searches for talent to
replace the departed. Recruiting gram and the field hockey team,”
goes on year-round to try and lime Dobiesz said.
She has turned out to be a great
the top prospects to their programs.
Think of all the stars in the NBA, fit with the rest of the team. Since
MLB, NHL or NFL. They all once her arrival in Red Hawk Country,
made an impact on their college Rebecca has earned a starting spot
team and possibly even brought on the squad, a rare feat for a fresh
them a championship or two. But man.
When asked about this, she said,
in four years or less, they all moved
on to bigger or better things. It’s “I didn’t expect to be starting this
the never-ending want for more soon. It was a shock to me, but it
will ju st make me push myself even
and more success.
On top of th at, these schools more.”
The result of th at drive has been
have to keep their programs as suc
A ssistant Sports Editor

very beneficial to the Red Hawks,
as they are now undefeated, win
ning all four of their games this
season and Rebecca herself is not
shying away from the competition.
In those games, Rebecca scored
five goals and one assist, bringing
her point total to 11. She is ranked
second in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference (NJAC) for goals, and
tied with teammate Jen Soss for
first in game-winning goals. If
she keeps up this pace, she could
eventually score 25 goals with five
assists and 55 points overall.
Compare th is to Alex Kelly
last year, who scored 15 goals, 11
assists and 41 points overall. Kelly
was selected to the All-American
second team and received vari
ous other awards and honors.
Although it’s too early to decide
if Dobiesz will receive the same •
kinds of honors, her performance
did not go unnoticved, as she was
selected as the NJAC’s Rookie of
the Week for her performance last
week.
In her position, does she feel
any pressure?
“There’s a little pressure. The
girl at my position last year [Kelly]
was an All-American. Those
are some big shoes to fill,” said
Dobiesz.
So far, Dobiesz has done a tre
mendous job handling th at pres
sure.
Off the field, Rebecca is an
Education major, specializing
in Early Childhood and Special
Education. When her tim e at
MSU is done, she hopes to pursue
a career in those fields. “I really
enjoy working with children, espe
cially the disabled,” she said. The
time she will spend on the field
and in the classroom will leave her
well-prepared for her future.
As for her future with MSU
Field Hockey, Rebecca Dobiesz has
high hopes.
“As a team , we want to go back
to the NCAA tournam ent and we
want to win the NJAC this year.”
If Rebecca and the rest of the
Red Hawk squad keep playing at
the level th at they started, they
can reach their goals and possibly

surpass them.
Last year’s team was the sec
ond field hockey team a t Montclair
State to make the NCAA play
offs. The 2003 team was the other.
In 2003, the Red Hawks lost 3-2
to Middlebury, VT., in the second

round, and in 2005, lost 2-1 in the
second round to William Smith,
Penn.
The 2006 team looks to surpass
those team s and try to make it to
the third round for .the .first time
ever and be considered th e elite;

Dom inique W ilson I The M ontclarion

The void of departed star Alex Kelly is being filled by Dobiesz and although
the shoes may be big to fill, she feels she is up to the challenge.

2006 Player Stats
Name

G

Rebecca Dobiesz
Jennifer Tanis
Jen Soss
Kristen Swartz
Jenna Gallo

5
4
4

V isit w w w .m o n tcla ir.e d u /a th letics.h tm l fo r m ore info rm ation

2
1

A
i
4
4

2

3

Pts
11
12
12
6
5

